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September 22, 2008

Mark R. Millikin
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Office of Sustainable Fisheries
1315 East-West Highway, Room 13357
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Re:

Comments on NMFS Proposed Rule to Revise the National Standard 1 Guidelines
(73 Fed. Reg. 32526 (June 9, 2008» (Docket No. 0648-AV60)

Dear Mr. Millikin:
On behalf of more than 500,000 members, Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) submits these
comments on the National Marine Fisheries Service's (NMFS) Proposed Rule to revise the
National Standard One (NSl) Guidelines of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (MSA). We are pleased that NMFS has been able to make progress in
publishing this rule, but we are concerned that, as drafted, it does not take the steps necessary to
meet Congress's intent tq end overfishing. Indeed, the current rule largely perpetuates the status
quo, which has failed fishermen and fisheries for decades. NMFS must give individuals and
communities the incentives and tools they need to restore their fisheries. Only then will we
escape the downward spiral caused by overfishing.We offer several recommendations intended
to help restore U.S. fisheries to abundance and enhance the important economic and recreational
opportunities they provide our nation.

I. SummaIY
The main goal of Congress in amending the MSA in 2006 was to end and prevent overfishing.!
Congress recognized that "ten years after enactment of the [Sustainable Fisheries Act] ...
overfishing is still occurring in a number of fisheries," and sought to solve the problem by
requiring science-based Annual Catch Limits for all fisheries and Accountability Measures to
ensure compliance with the limits. 2 This chance to revise the NSI Guidelines and to set the
nation on a course for fisheries abundance is a once-a-decade opportunity. Fishing industry
1 Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorization Act, Pub. L. No.1 09-479 (Jan. 12,
2007).
2 S. Rep. No. 109-229 (Apr. 4, 2006) at p. 6.
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participants, scientists, conservation groups and other stakeholders recognize that change is
needed. Thus, NMFS has a unique opportunity to implement new rules that can finally work to
sustain U.S. fisheries and the coastal communities that depend on them.
EDF is pleased that NMFS has published the Proposed Rule and, in concept, we concur that
effective Annual Catch Limits and Accountability Measures together offer good opportunities to
reduce the risk of overfishing. Annual Catch Limits are the scientific foundation in fisheries
management because they set a limit on how many fish can safely be harvested. Accountability
Measures are the mix of tools used to ensure that fishermen can comply with Annual Catch
Limits. Clearly, the' best tools improve compliance with Annual Catch Limits and contribute to
achieving the goals of all ofthe MSA's National Standards. Unfortunately, the current proposal
perpetuates the failed status quo of overfishing and the problems that stem from it - reduced
catches, economic hardship, intense conflicts, and declining ecosystems. The Proposed Rule
must be overhauled to make sure that our fisheries are better off in 2018 - not worse - than they
are today.
Performancecbased fishery management has been tested with impressive results around the
world. Science magazine just published the most definitive report ever on how to prevent the
collapse of the world's fisheries 3 (Appendix A). Scientists examined the fate of over 11,000
fisheries around the world, and found that the key to preventing collapse is performance~based
catch shares. The report concluded that if catch shares had been implemented in 1970, instead of
the current global estimates of 27% fisheries collapse, "the percent collapsed is reduced to just 9%
by 2003; thisfraction remains constanl' (emphasis added). This is strong evidence that catch
shares end and prevent overfishing.
The most important action NMFS can take in revising NS1 is to give individuals and
communities the incentives and tools they need to meet clearly-defined performance standards
and restore their fisheries. To do this, the Proposed Rule must require managers to explore catch
shares, or Limited Access Privilege Programs (LAPPs) as an Accountability Measure in
commercial fisheries because they.are proven to help
industry comply .with Annual Catch Limits,
.
provide accurate data, cut dead discarded fish, fish year-round, and improve business practices.
The responsibility for complying with Annual Catch Limits should be shared by all sectors of the
fishery. Therefore, NMFS must also ensure that separate Annual Catch Limits and
Accountability Measures are required for all distinct fishery sectors. Otherwise, the NS1
Guidelines will continue to allow one sector to overfish if another compensates for the overage,
creating a disincentive for people to comply with an Annual Catch Limits and an unfair burden
on top performing sectors.
In developing Accountability Measures for recreational fisheries, managers should encourage
development and implementation of LAPPs in for-hire sectors. In developing Accountability
Measures for other recreational sectors, managers should develop effective performance-based
mechanisms. Managers should work in consultation with recreational fishermen and other
stakeholders to achieve these objectives.

3

See Costello, C., et al. 2008. "Can Catch Shares Prevent Fisheries Collapse?" Science, 321 (5896), 1678-1681.
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Finally, NMFS must fIx the serious flaw that allows an Annual Catch Limit to be set equal to
the Allowable Biological Catch, and the Allowable Biological Catch to be set equal to the
OverfIshing Limit, a problem that undermines the NSI Guidelines because it falsely assumes
that there is no scientifIc or management uncertainty in setting those limits.
EDF's recommendations are intended to ensure that the revisions to the NSI Guidelines finally
end overfishing, and that fishery goals described in the other National Standards are met. In
summary, NMFS should lay the foundation for success in fouF key ways:
1. Require Councils to evaluate performance-based LAPPs as a preferred Accountability
Measure for commercial fisheries, because they are the most effective tool to date proven
to ensure compliance with Annual Catch Limits, end and prevent overfishing, and
achieve the goals of the other National Standards.
• For Accountability Measures to be effective, the concept must be expanded
(beyond a trigger to prevent an Annual Catch Limit overage) to include catch
monitoring, data collection and enforcement.
• For Accountability Measures that are not LAPPs, managers should demonstrate
how the measures will ensure compliance with the Annual Catch Limits as well as
improve data and enforcement, reduce bycatch, promote safety, and minimize
adverse economic impacts at least as well as LAPPs.
2. Require (not just allow) managers to establish separate Annual Catch Limits and
Accountability Measures for each distinct sector of a fishery, and ensure that
Accountability Measures are equally rigorous for each.
• Furthermore, each sector's responsibilities should be described, and sectors should
be rewarded for conservation by tying allocation and reallocation of fish to
compliance with Annual Catch Limits and equally rigorous Accountability
Measures.
.
.
3. In developing Accountability Measures for recreational fisheries, managers should
encourage development and implementation of LAPPs in for-hire sectors. In developing
Accountability Measures for other recreational sectors, managers should develop effective
performance-based mechanisms in consultation with recreational fishermen and other
stakeholders.
4. Ensure that Annual Catch Limits and other catch limits and targets are set appropriately
accounting for uncertainty and are below the Allowable Biological Catch and Overfishing
Limit.
• Transparent accounting of dead discards and all fishing related mortality and
deductions for overages are essential.
• Additional guidance is needed to protect especially Vulnerable species, ,
distinguishing between average and low productivity stocks in setting "chronic
overfishing" performance standards, and ensuring that new species groupings do
not threaten some species.
• Clarify that the·MSA requires that rebuilding take place as rapidly as possible.
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•

Ensure that newly-empowered Science and Statistical Committees are constituted
and supported to do their job.

EDF's detailed recommendations are discussed below.

II. Recommendations

1. Require managers to evaluate performance -based LAPPs as a preferred Accountability
Measure for commercial fisheries, because they are the most effective tool to date proven to
ensure compliance with Annual Catch Limits, end and prevent overfishing, and achieve the
goals ofthe other National Standards.

Accountability Measures are the tools used to ensure that fishermen comply with an Annual
Catch Limit. The Proposed Rule falls short in important ways: 1) it lacks guidance on which
tools are proven to help people comply with Annual Catch Limits; 2) it fails to acknowledge that
catch monitoring, data collection and analysis, and enforcement are essential parts of
Accountability Measures; and, 3) it does not consider the consequences of its proposals on the
other National Standards. Instead; NMFS guides managers solely towards punitive
Accountability Measures that shut down fisheries in-season, shrink seasons in future years, and
reduce catch targets. Decades of experience have demonstrated that these lead to a destructive
"race-for-fish" 'characterized by overfishing, economic hardships, foregone sporting
opportunities, and threats to life andproperty. At the same time, such measures do not do a
good job of reducing fishing mortality because they force fishermen to waste millions of fish
accidentally captured and discarded dead during long closures, or as a result of daily catch limits
and catch-and-release strategies. As written, the Proposed Rule will not help end overfishing
and it will lead to conflicts with several National Standards including those intended to minimize
adverse economic impacts from regulations, reduce bycatch, and promote safety.4 This is not the
result Congress intended when it amended the MSA.
Instead, NMFS must give individuals and communities the incentives and tools they need to
restore their fisheries and escape the downward spiral caused by overfishing. To do this, the
Rule should require managers to explore Limited Access Privilege ProgramsS as preferred
Accountability Measures for commercial fisheries because they are the only tool available to date
that ensures that fishermen and communities comply with Annual Catch Limits, 6 incorporates
catch monitoring and enforcement, and bopsts compliance with the other National Standards.
See 16 U.S.c. §§ 1851(a)(I), (5), (8), (9), (10).
LAPPs are known by a variety of names. Collectively, they may be called "catch shares." Common designs are
Individual Fishing Quotas, Community Development Quotas, and Angling Management Organizations among
others. References to LAPPs in this letter incorporate all ofthese.
6 For example, see Lee G. Anderson and.Mark C. Holliday, U.S. Department ofCornrnerce, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, National Marine Fisheries Service, The Design and Use ofLimited Access Privilege
Programs, NOAA Technical Memorandum NMFS-F/SPO-86 (Nov. 2007); Environmental Defense Fund,
Sustaining America's Fisheries and Fishing Communities: An Evaluation ofIncentive-Based Management (2007),
available at www.sustainingfisheries.com.; and James N. Sanchirico and Richard Newell, Resources for the Future,
Catching Market Efficiencies: Quota-Based Fishery Management, Resources 150 (Spring) 2003.
4
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In fact, compliance with Annual Catch Limits is built into LAPPs. They work by setting a
scientifically-sound Annual Catch Limit and allocating it as shares (percentages), which are
often transferable, to individuals or communities. Rigorous monitoring, data collection'and
analysis, and enforcement are used to carefully track each vessel's catch. In other words, LAPPs
are the best Accountability Measure available. An evaluation of several of North America's
LAPPs documents that fishermen harvest on average five percent below the Annual Catch
Limit. 7 Furthermore, LAPP participants support and work to improve compliance because the
health of fisheries and the success of their businesses depend on it. s
The vastly different performance of the commercial and sport sectors of the Gulf ofM'exico red
snapper fishery demonstrates why Accountability Measures like those in the Proposed Rille
perpetuate the status quo, while LAPPs ensure compliance with Annual Catch Limits. The
tools (i.e., Accountability Measures) in place to help the recreational sector comply with its catch
limit are season closures coupled with daily bag limits, a minimum size limit (to make the season
as long as possible), and fleet-wide monitoring via a general survey methodology conducted
under the Marine Recreational Fishing Statistics Survey.
The Accountability Measures used in the recreational sectors are the same type of Accountability
Measures recommendeCl by NMFS in the Proposed Rule, and the result has been ongoing
overfishing. The season has shrunk from year-round in 1996 to just 60 days in 2008. In 2007
(final data are not available for 2008) the recreational sector exceeded its catch limit by 30
percent9 and it increased its sources of discards. There is wide-spread distrust of the data and
monitoring system, and the catch limit has recently been cut in half. Understandably, sport
fishermen are frustrated because management hurts angling opportunities and related businesses
on the water and along the Gillf coast.
In contrast, the commercial red snapper fishery began operating under LAPPs (an Individual
Fishing Qyota program) as its new Accountability Measures in 2007. Under LAPPs, real-time
catch monitoring, data collection and enforcement track each vessel's catch and fishing activities.
In the first year, the fishery harvested three percent under its catch limit, reduced the percentage
of discarded fish by at least 71 percent,'0 the dockside price increased by 25 percent or more,l1
and fishermen report cutting harvesting costs and working under safer conditions.

It is surprising that the Proposed Rille does not identifY LAPPs as an Accountability Measure
preference. NMFS has already acknowledged their positive outcomes,12 the Administration
made a commitment to increase the number of LAPP fisheries,13 and Congress specifically
7 Environmental Defense Fund, Sustaining America's Fisheries and Fishing Communities: An Evaluation of
Incentive-Based Management (2007), available at www.sustainingfisheries.com.
8 I d.
9 National Marine Fisheries Service. Southeast Fishery Bulletin: Early Closure ofthe Red Snapper Recreational
Fishery in the GulfofMexico. FB08-0 17. March 25, 2008.
10 National Marine Fisheries Service - Southeast Region. 2007 Annual Red Snapper IFQ Program Report. 18 pp.
II Id.
.
12 See Lee G. Anderson and Mark C. Holliday, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, National Marine Fisheries Service, The Design and Use ofLimited Access Privilege Programs,
NOAA Technical Memorandum NMFS-F/SPO-86 (Nov. 2007) at 6-7; see also U.S. Ocean Action Plan: The Bush
Administration's Response to the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy (Dec.. 17, 2004) at 18.
13 See U.S. Ocean Action Plan: The Bush Administration's Response to the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy (Dec.
17, 2004) at 18 ("[e]ncouraging market-based incentives to adjust harvest capacity in a fishery can help end the race
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authorized their use in the MSA.!4 LAPPs are increasingly used in commercial fisheries and
they are even being explored in recreational fishing,'5 By overlooking this tool as its top priority
recommendation for Accountability Measures, NMFS is missing an opportunity to help
managers effectively end overfishing and achieve the goals of the other National Standards.
For all of these reasons, EDF recommends that the NSI explicitly require Councils!6 to evaluate
LAPPs as apreferred Accountability Measure for commercial fisheries, or explain why a LAPP
is not feasible and how the alternative will perform as well or better. NMFS has clear statutory
authority to require such an evaluation.!7
EDF recommends that the NSI Guidelines be revised as follows. The plain text is that
proposed by NMFS, the underlined text shows EDF's recommended additions and the stricken
text shows EDF's suggested deletions. See a full redline version of the regulations with specific
changes in Appendix B.

>-

Require Councils to evaluate LAPPs in commercialfisheries and allAccountability Measure
impacts on other National Standards:

Proposed 50 C.F.R. § 600.31O(c) Summary ifitems to include in FMPs related to NS1.
For all stocks and stock complexes that are "in the fishery," the Councils should evaluate
and describe the following items in the FMPs and amend the FMPs, if necessary, to
align their management objectives and end overfishing:
for fish, improve product quality, enhance safety at sea, and make fishing operations more efficient, ultimately
improving the livelihood of those who depend on them.").
14 16 U.S.c. § 1853a.
15 LAPPs are a new concept in recreational fishing, but may include options such as For-Hire IFQs and Angler
Harvest Tags among others. For example, see Sutinen, J. and Johnston, R. Angling Management Organizations:
Integrating the Recreational Sector into Fishery Management. Marine Policy 200327(471-487) and Johnston, R.,
Holland, D., Maharaj, V, and Campson, T.W. Fish Harvest Tags: An Alternative Management Approach for
Recreational Fisheries in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. Marine Policy 2007 doi: 10.1 01 6/jmarpoI.2006. 12.004. In
addition, the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council has tasked one of its advisory panels to explore LAPPs
as a means to resolve the difficult problems facing its recreational red snapper fishery. For example, see Gulf
Council August, 2008 Briefing Book, Tab B 14.
16 The teun "Council" as defined in 50 C.F.R. § 600.305(c)(1I) includes both regional fishery management councils
and the Secretary when preparing fishery management plans and amendments. It is used in the same way in this
letter.
17 NMFS routinely and properly invokes its discretion to require the Councils, when making management decisions,
to take actions not explicitly required by the MSA. For example, NMFS introduces two concepts in the preamble to
the Proposed Rule, "Overfishing Limits" and "Annual Catch Targets." NMFS states explicitly that these are
concepts "which are not set forth in the MSA but which NMFS believes would be helpful to implement the statutory
requirements." See 73 Fed. Reg. at 32533 (emphasis added). Numerous other sections ofthe National Standard
Guidelines require adherence to the precautionary approach and consideration of ecosystem or other factors when
establishing management measures, none of which are explicitly required by the MSA. See, e.g., 50 C.F.R. §
600.350(d)(3)(i) (National Standard 9 Guidelines). Moreover, Congress added Section 303A to the MSA in 2006
expressly to authorize the Councils to adopt LAPPs. 16 U.S.C. § 1853a. The MSA also requires NMFS to establish
advisory guidelines based on the National Standards to assist in development of fishery plans. 16 U.S.C. § 1851(b).
These statutory provisions provide ample discretion to NMFS to require the Councils to consider LAPPs as a
preferred Accountability Measure. Courts have long recognized that NMFS has broad discretion under the MSA to
implement measures it finds necessary to improve management. See. e.g., Connecticut v. Daley, 53 F. Supp. 2d
147,157-158 (D. Conn. 1999). Requiring the Councils to consider LAPPs would be "helpful to implement the
statutory requirements" of setting Accountability Measures and other requirementsof the MSA.
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(8) The potential for implementing a Limited Access Privilege Program to establish
AMs in commercial fisheries, including whether such a LAPP would provide more
effective AMs than other measures the Council either has in place or is considering with
respect to meeting the objectives of National Standard 1 and other National Standards
and, if applicable, an explanation for why the Council has decided not to implement a
LAPP and how the selected alternative will perform as well or better.

§ 600.310(g)(8) Accountability Measures based on LAPPs. Limited Access Privilege
Programs have demonstrated an ability to meet catch limits and other conservation goals
while enhancing compliance, data collection, monitoring and enforcement and achieving
the goals of the other National Standards. LAPPs are a preferred method for
establishirtg AMs in commercial fisheries. For each commercial fishery, Councils should
evaluate and describe the potential for implementing a LAPP to establish AMs,
including an assessment ofwhether such a LAPP would provide more effective AMs
than other measures the Council either has in place or is considering with respect to
meeting the objectives of National Standard 1 and other National Standards.

»

Expand the concept '!fAccountability Measures to include if.fective catch monitoring, data
collection and analysis, and enforcement:

§ 600.310(g)(7) Data Collection and Catch Monitoring to Implement Accountability
Measures. The Councils should determine, by sector and for the fishery as a whole,
whether existing methods for monitoring catches (including landings and discards) are
sufficient to determine whether an ACL is being approached. The Councils should
provide an appropriate trigger for AMs to prevent the ACL from being exceeded, or to
correct and mitigate any overages during the next fishing year. Where catch monitoring,
data collection and analysis methods, and enforcement mechanisms are unreliable, the
Councils should propose better monitoring systems and account for this management
uncertainty when establishing the ACT control rule (see paragraph (£)(6)(i) of this
section).
.§ 600.310(h)(1) In establishing Annual Catch Limit and Accountability Measures,
FMPs should describe:
(iii) AMs and their relationship to ABC and ACT control rules, including how AMs are
triggered, ftftd-what sources of data will be used and how (e.g., in season data, annual
catch compared to the Annual Catch Limits, or multi-year averaging approach), the
reliability of the resulting data sources and information tracking catch and preventing the
ACL from being exceeded and, if not reliable, what additional AMs will be implemented
to account for the increased uncertainty.
§ 600.310(i) Fisheries data. In their FMPs, Councils should describe general data
collection and analysis methods, as well as any specific data collection and analysis
methods used for all stocks, stock complexes, and ecosystem component species. FMPs
should:
7

(4) Describe how data collection and analysis and catch monitoring methods employed
across each sector of the fishery will ensure that AMs are triggered so as to prevent the
ACL from being exceeded, or to correct and mitigate any overages if they occur.

2. Require (not just allow) managers to establish separate Annual Catch Limits and
Accountability Measures for each distinct sector of a fishery, and ensure that Accountability
Measures s are equally rigorous for each.
As written, the Proposed Rule allows, but does not require, sector-by-sector Annual Catch
Limits and Accountability Measures. 18 The failure to require sector distinctions will perpetuate
the status quo, as the NSl Guidelines would allow one sector to overfish if another compensates
for the overage. In turn, the consequence is a disincentive for people to comply with an Annual
.
Catch Limit. Instead, NMFS must ensure that separate Annual Catch Limits and
Accountability Measures are required for all distinct fishery sectors of a single species or species
complex. These may include (but are not limited to) sector designations from social interests
(e.g., commercial and recreational fisheries) or gear divisions (e.g., hook-and-line and trawling).
Again, the Gulf of Mexico red snapper fishery, with three distinct sectors, provides an instructive
example. Red snapper are targeted by commercial and recreational fishermen, and caught as
bycatch in the shrimp fishery. The commercial and recreational sectors have a total catch limit
that is divided about evenly between them. The shrimp fishery's snapper catch is not defined in
pounds and counted against the total catch limit, and instead managers attempt to control the
bycatch indirectly by limiting trawling effort.
Under today's management system, the three sectors vary in their compliance with catch limits
and in meeting conservation objectives. In 2007, the recreational sector shot over its limit by
about 30 percent" and discarded a large number of fish. In the same year, the commercial sector
operating under its new LAPP harvested three percent under its limit and reduced its regulatory
discards. The shrimp fishery did not exceed its effort limit. Even though performance differs,
. regulators apply catch reductions and increases without regard for which sector is responsible.
They simply split them between the commercial and recreational sectors, and can adjust the
shrimp industry's effort limit. 20 Thus, a sector that complies with its catch limit may not benefit
and, in fact, regulators mai defacto allocate. a portion of a sector's conservation savings to another
sector to help offset its overages. Such management allows overfishing to continue, creates
disincentives to comply with catch limits, and fosters intense conflicts between sectors and
between fishermen and regulators.
For NSl to end and prevent overfishing, sector responsibilities must also be clearly defined.
These should ensure that Accountability Measures are equally rigorous for all sectors, and that
each is individually responsible for complying with its Annual Catch Limit and meeting other
management objectives. In addition, catch increases and decreases should be allocated according
See 73 Fed. Reg. at 32535.
See supra note 10.
20 See Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council, Final Amendment 27/14 to the ReefFish and Shrimp Fishery
Management Plans (2007).
18

19
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to sectors' contribution to rebuilding or overfishing. The NSl Guidelines should require that
initial allocations of fish between sectors, and reallocation between them, be contingent on a
sector's compliance with Annual Catch Limits, based on equally rigorous accounting. If there
are different levels of performance between sectors in'a fishery, allocations should favor the sector
that complies with Annual Catch Limits. If an initial split is being made, Councils should not
allocate catches beyond historical average landings to any sector for which Annual Catch Limits
and Accountability Measures are either not yet in place, or are less robust than another sector.
Allocation to sectors that do not have effective Accountability Measures in place and cannot
comply with Annual Catch Limits and other National Standards undermines conservation and
the goal to end overfishing.
The same authorities that give NMFS discretion to require Councils to evaluate LAPPs as an
Accountability Measure2l also permit it to require sector management. In fact, Section
303(a)(14) of the MSA compels NMFS to establish sector management. That section requires
management plans to allocate "any harvest restrictions or recovery benefits fairly and equitably
among the commercial, recreational, and charter fishing sectors in the fishery."22 Sectors often
operate with varying management tools and success. To comply with this statutory mandate,
NMFS must establish Annual Catch Limits and Accountability Measures for each sector within
a fishery.
EDF recommends that the NSl Guidelines be revised as follows:

>-

Require Councils to designate separate Annual Catch Limits andAccountability Measuresfor all
sectors:

§ 600.310(£)(5) Setting the Annual Catch Limit
(ii) SectorACLs. A Council may, btlt is nt5t teqttited tt5, should establish sector-ACLs by
dividing the ACL among the various sectors of the fishery di,ide an Anntl:U Cateh Litliit
intt5 seett5t i'en_a! Cateh Limits. "Sector," for purposes of this seetft5n Part, means a
distinct user group to which separate management strategies and separate catch quotas
apply. Examples of sectors include the commercial sector, recreational sector, or various
gear groups within a fishery. Sector-Accountability Measures must be developed for each
sector-ACL, and the sum of sector ACLs must not exceed the stock or stock complex
level ACLs. The system of ACLs and AMs designed must be effective and equitable and
protect the stock or stock complex as a whole.lfWhere sector-ACLs and AMs are
established, additional AMs at the stock or stock compiex level would also be
appropriate.

>-

Ensure thatAccountability Measures are equally rigorousfor allsectors and tie allocation and
reallocation to compliance with Annual Catch Limits.
.

Insert a new section § 600.310(g)(5) for Sector-Accountability Measures, as set forth
above in Section II(C), that includes a requirement that the Councils should not

21

See supra note 17.

22

16 U.S.C. § 1853(a)(14) (emphasis added).
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reallocate catch to a sector unless that sector complies with Annual Catch Limits and has
implemented Accountability Measures that are equally rigorous or effective as those
applicable to other sectors.

§ 600.310(g)(S) Sector Accountability Measures. Sector-AMs must be developed for each
Sector-ACL. The Councils should ensure that AMs, as well as methods for data
collection and analysis and catch monitoring to determine when AMs are triggered, are
equally rigorous across all sectors of a fishery. Where AMs, data collection and analysis
and catch monitoring are not equally rigorous across all sectors, the Councils should
factor in the resulting uncertainty by reducing Sector-ACTs and Sector-ACLs for sectors
that have not implemented measures that are as robust or effective as the other sectors in
the fishery: The Councils should not reallocate catch to a sector unless that sector has
implemented AMs that are equally rigorous or effective in adhering to the ACL as the
AMs applicable to other sectors. 23

3. In developing Accountability Measures for recreational fisheries, managers should
encourage development and implementation of LAPPs in for-hire sectors. In developing
Accountability Measures for other recreational sectors, managers should develop effective
performance-based mechanisms in consultation with recreational fishermen and other
stakeholders.
The economics, conservation, and fishing opportunities of recreational sectors can also improve
with performance-based management approaches. As described previously, conventional
management has been failing the recreational sector with shortened seasons and decreased bag
limits, among other things. Concerned for their future, recreational fishermen are calling for
change. For example, fishermen in the for"hire sector of the Gulf of Mexico red snapper fishery
recently sent letters to the chair of the Gulf Council urging action to implement Accountability
Measures and consideration of new approaches that would boost performance of the fishery (see
Appendix C). The economic value' of this sector is too important to ignore.
To meet the growing demand for new approaches, the Proposed Rule should encourage the
development and implementation of performance-based Accountability Measures for
rec,eational sectors. For for-hire sectors, LAPPs can provide a viable and secure business future,
and such programs should be encouraged. For other recreational sectors, managers should
develop effective performance-based mechanisms. Certainly recreational sectors face special
challenges in moving from conventional to performance-based management. For example,
NMFS is working to improve data collection and analysis systems, which EDF agrees is an
important step, because such systems will improve the performance of new management
approaches.24 It is' important to the ultimate success of performance-based systems to engage
recreational fishermen and other stakeholders in designing systems that work.
23

Conforming changes are needed in other sections of the regulatory text. These changes are reflected in Appendix

B.
24 See Marine Recreational Fisheries of the United States; National Saltwater Angler Registry Program, 73 Fed. Reg.
33381 (June 12,2008) (proposed rule to establish saltwater angler registry); 73 Fed. Reg. 46579 (Aug. 11.2008)
(extending comment period). NMFS has also established the Marine Recreational Information Program ("MRIP")
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EDF recommends that the NSI Guidelines be revised as follows:
);> Encourage LAPP and otherpeiformance-based approaches to Accountability Measures in

recreational sectors.

Insert a new section § 600.310(c)(9) that encourages Councils to develop and implement
performance-based approaches, including LAPPs in for-hire sectors, as Accountability
Measures for recreational sectors.

§ 600.310(c)(9) In implementing AMs, the Councils should encourage the development·
and implementation of LAPPs in for-hire recreational sectors, and development and
implementation of effective performance-based management in other recreational sectors.
In doing this, the Councils should consult with affected fishermen and other
stakeholders.

4. Ensure that Annual Catch Limits and other catch limits and targets are set appropriately
(both scientifically and politically) and are below the Overfishing Limit.
To be effective, catch limits and targets must consider several critical factors: accurate arid
transparent accounting of all fishing mortality, deductions of overages, scientific and
management uncertainty, rapid rebuilding, and potential political influence.
Accurate and transparent accounting ofallfishing mortality. EDF supports NMFS's definition of

"catch" to include fish that are retained as well as mortality of fish that are discarded. 2s However,
the NSI Guidelines should clearly describe that "catch" includes estimates of dead discards and
post-release mortality from catch-and-release recreational fishing as well as all other regulatory
and economic discards from both recreational and commercial fishing. 26 We are concerned with
the Proposed Rule's statement that catch targets may be specified for landings "so long as an
estimate of bycatch is accounted for such that the total oflandings and bycatch will not exceed
the ... Annual Catch Limit."" Today, discards are often factored into the stock assessment, but
in many cases they are not described as part of the catch limit setting process. Instead, NMFS
should require Councils.to specifY their estimates of all sources of fishing mortality in numbers of
fish or in pounds and deduct the estimates from the Allowable Biological Catch when setting the
Annual Catch Limit. A clear accounting for all fishing mortality is necessary for managers and

to identify and address shortcomings of the existing Marine Recreational Fisheries Statistics Survey ("MRFSS"), as
required by the 2006 amendments to the MSA. See 16 U.S.C. § 1881(g)(3)(A) (requiring NMFS to "establish a
program to improve the quality and accuracy of information generated by the Marine Recreational Fishery Statistics
Survey, with a goal of achieving acceptable accuracy and utility for each individual fishery." by January, 2009).
25 !d.
26 We note that fish released by recreational anglers that otherwise could have been retained may not fit the
definition of "regulatory" or "economic" discards set forth in the MSA. See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1802(9), (38).
Nevertheless, all sources of post-release mortality must be accounted for, whether they officially constitute

"discards" or not.
"73 Fed. Reg. at 32533.
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stakeholders to make the best decision regarding the tradeoffs between wasteful discards and
landings.

Deductions if overages. We are also concerned that statements in the Proposed Ru1e regarding
Accountability Measures create uncertainty as to how - and whether - overages will really be
accounted for. As currendy written, the rule states that when Annual Catch Limits are
exceeded, then adjustments wou1d be effective "in the next fishing year, or as soon as possible, with
explanation of why more timely adjustment is not possible."28 For mu1ti-year plans, it states that
"a subsequent year's harvest could be revised."2' Finally, for stocks in a rebuilding plan, the next
year's Annual Catch Limit would be reduced by the full amount of the overage "unless the best
scientific evidence available shows that a reduced overage acijustment is stifficient, or no acijustment is
needed ."30 Writing off overages is inconsistent with the precautionary approach, and wou1d
undermine the Accountability Measure requirements ofMSA. NMFS has provided no
guidance on circumstances that might warrant an adjustment beyond the next fishing year.
Instead, NMFS shou1d simply make clear that all overages must be accounted for in full for all
managed fisheries (whether they are healthy, overfished, or undergoing overfishing) no later than
when the Annual Catch Limit for the following fishing year is determined. To the extent actual
numbers are not available in the year when the Annual Catch Limit is set, a reliable estimate
should be used, subject to a "true-up" adjustment once the actual numbers are obtained.
Scientific and management uncertainty. We generally agree that the Proposed Rule's system of
Overfishing Limits, Allowable Biological Catch, Annual Catch Limits and Annual Catch
Targets may account for some scientific and management uncertainty. However, NMFS must
fix the serious flaw that allows an Annual Catch Limit to be set equal to Allowable Biological
Catch and Allowable Biological Catch to be set equal to the Overfishing Limit. This
undermines NSl because it makes a false assumption that there is no scientific or management
uncertainty in setting these limits. The NSl Guidelines shou1d require the Annual Catch Limit
to be set lower than Allowable Biological Catch and Allowable Biological Catch to be set lower
than the Overfishing Limit in all cases without exception.
In addition, the NSl revisions should provide additional guidance for setting Annual Catch
Limits and other limits and targets for species that are especially vulnerable to overfishing, i.e.,
those that exhibit sequential hermaphroditism, aggregatory spawning, and habitat associations
making fish-finding unusually easy. The Proposed Rule fails to incorporate "precaution" even
though NMFS has emphasized its importance, suggesting that the degree of precaution required
is related to a stock's susceptibility to overfishing, which, in turn, is based on that species' life
history characteristics and uncertainty.3! In practice, this approach is generally rejected in favor
of maximizing yields, subjecting many fisheries to overfishing and underscoring the importance
of factoring precaution into the setting of catch limits. In addition, NMFS describes a
performance standard under which "chronic overfishing" 1s deemed to occur when an Annual
Catch Limit is exceeded in more than one of the last four years, triggering a reevaluation of the

73 Fed. Xeg. at 32535 (emphasis added).
Id.
30Id.
31 See NMFS, Strategic Guidance for Implementing an Ecosystem-Based Approach to Fisheries Management.
(2003).
28

29
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Accountability Measures. 32 This may be sufficient for productive stocks, but is inadequate for
vulnerable ones. A year-class of a fish with a 30-year life span that recruits into the fishery at age
6-7 could exceed its Annual Catch Limit six or seven times during that life. Thus, NMFS
should require, not just allow, Councils to select a higher performance standard for stocks
especially vulnerable to overfishing. Moreover, the language in the proposed rule states that
Allowable Biological Catch and Annual ,Catch Target control rules "should" be developed for
each stock and stock complex "when possible." This language is ~ot nearly strong enough.
Allowable Biological Catch and Annual Catch Target control rules must be developed in all
cases, incorporating adequate precaution, and with clear advance determinations included as to
what levels of stock abundance induce cessation of fishing.
We support the concept of segmenting fishery ecosystems into stocks and stock complexes in the
fishery, and those not in the fishery, but are concerned about the potential for abuse. We agree
that relative vulnerability should be a key determinant of eligibility for lumping and that the
presence ofweaker, less-well-known stocks within a complex should require additional care. 33
We also agree that an FMP amendment should be required to create either stock complexes or
designations of Ecosystem Component ("EC") specie's.34 However, the definitions in the
proposed rule give considerable latitude to Councils in deciding whether species (including
currently managed species) should be included in an FMP as "non-target" or "EC" species. This
flexibility in the species "mapping" process creates perverse incentives for Councils to dump
vulnerable, rare and less well-known species into "stock complexes" or into "EC" status rather
than to develop adequate information for management.35 For example, the large groundfish and
reef fish complexes include many sought-after species that are rare and poorly known, many of
which act as "weak stocks." While the species in a complex are supposed to be similar in
geographic, life history and vulnerability characteristics, the practice has been to lump them
whether or not they are similar. The result is that weaker stocks end up being overfished, To
solve this problem, EDF recommends implementation of measures to prevent new assortments
~f species from reducing the stringency of management actions for an individual species, absent
real evidence of improved stock condition. NMFS should also require Councils to evaluate the
relative adequacy of information for each stock in a fishery, and prioritize the gathering of
information based on overall information needs and stock vulnerability to overfishing.

Rapid rebuilding. The NSl Guidelines should clarifY that the MSA requires rebuilding stocks as
rapidly as possible. The Proposed Rule is consistent with current practice, but is inconsistent
with the pre-2006 MSA requirement that rebuilding timeframes be "as short as possible,"36 and
the 2006 change that requires an immediate end to overfishing. It appears that NMFS's
interpretation is that Councils can take as long to rebuild a fishery as they previously had both to
end overfishing and rebuild, which renders the 2006 changes to the MSA obsolete. By striking
the phrase "ending overfishing" from Section 304(e)(4) of the MSA, Congress intended that
rebuilding plans would be shortened because they could no longer allow time for ending
overfishing. NMFS's failure to adjust the NSl Guidelines in response to this change is
inconsistent with the statute and Congressional intent. NMFS should modifY the NSl
32

73 Fed. Reg, at 32528.
73 Fed. Reg, at 32531.
34 73 Fed. Reg, at 32529.
35 See id.
36 16 u.S.C. § 1854(e)(4).

33
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Guidelines to specifY that rebuilding timeframes can only be extended to 10 years and beyond in
extraordinary circumstances, not as a matter of course.
Minimizingpolitical influence. We support the renewed role of the SSCs as the arbiters of
science, and the relationship proposed between the SSCs and other peer-review processes. This
will add new responsibilities and extra care will be required in SSC selection and training, with a
concomitant addition of ecological scientists.37 Given the increased responsibility, NMFS
should implement steps tQ assure the SSC members have necessary technical qualifications, and
should institute training that makes clear both to councils and prospective members that SSCs
are arbiters of science, not political decision-makers. NMFS should 1) establish formal criteria
for SSC membership, including formal training and/or experience in fisheries and/or ecological
science or economics; 2) create oversight mechanisms and responsibility within NMFS to ensure
that members are both qualified and acting in the public interest rather than representing
stakeholders; 3) provide adequate training programs so that new members are well-prepared to
meet these challenges; and 4) provide a mechanism for SSC members to identifY and challenge
political interventions, including potentially the development of a new scientific appeal function,
staffed by a board of objective, external expert scientists.

EDF recommends that the NS1 Guidelines be revised as follows:
)i>

Require that all catch limits and targets transparently accountJor allfishing mortality:

§ 600.310(f)(2)(i) Catch is the total quantity of fish, measured In weight or numbers of
fish, taken in commercial, recreational, subsistence, tribal, and other fisheries. Catch
includes fish that are retained for any purpose, as well as mortality of fish that are
discarded or released. This means that estimates of bycatch mortality and all other
sources of fishing-related mortality should be expressed in weight or numbers of fish and
deducted from the ABC when setting the ACL.
§ 600.310(f)(3)(i) Expression ofABC. ABC should be expressed in terms of catch,-bttt
may be e<pressea ifi terms eflafiaiBgS as leBg as e. Estimates of bycatch and any other
fishing mortality should be expressed in weight or numbers of fish, and deducted from
the fiet aeeetifitea fer ifi the lafiaillgs are ifieerperatea illw the aetelfitifiatiefi t>f
Allowable Biological Catch when setting the ACL.
)i>

Require thatAnnual Catch Limit overages be deducted infull no later than theJollowing year
whether thefishery is healthy, ovetjished, or undergoing overjishing.

§ 600.310(g) Accountability Measures.
(1) Introduction. AMs are management controls that prevent ACLs or sector-ACLs
from being exceeded, finseason Aeeetlfitability ]I,'!eastlfes), whenever possible, and correct
37 In fact, it seems likely that the nation's population'oftrained stock assessment biologists, and of ecologists and
economists with adequate familiarity with fisheries protocols, is likely to be strained by the need to develop and
maintain working SSCs in all eight regional councils. We believe that a significant investment is needed in
developing the next generation of SSC members to allow this system to work as it should.
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or mitigate overages immediately if they occur. AMs should address and minimize both
the frequency and magnitude of overages and correct the problems that caused the
overage in as short a time as possible, but no'later than during the fishing year following
the year in which the overage occurred.
(2) Inseason AMs. Whenever possible, FMPs should include inseason monitoring and
management measures to prevent catch from exceeding ACLs. Inseason AMs could
include, but are not limited to, closure of a fishery; closure of specific areas; changes in'
gear; changes in trip size or bag limits; reductions in effort; or other appropriate
management controls for the fishery. If final data or data components of catch are
delayed, Councils should make appropriate use of preliminary data, such as landed catch,
in implementing inseason AMs. 'Nhere timely eltteh data are a, ai!a-h!e fa! a ste>ek, FMPs
should include inseason closure authority to close the fishery on or before the date when
the ACL for a stock or stock complex is projected to be reached.
(3) AMs for when the ACL is exceeded. On an annual basis, the Council should
determine as soon as possible after the fishing year if an ACL was exceeded. If an ACL
was exceeded, AMs should be triggered and implemented as se>e>n as pe>ssib!e
immediately to correct the operational issue that caused the ACL overage, as well as any
biological consequences to the stock or stock complex resulting from the overage when it
is known. These AMs could include, among other things, modifications of inseason AMs
or overage adjustments. Fer ste>eks and ste>ek ee>Iftp!eo<es in !ebtti!iling plans, t The AMs
should include overage adjustments that reduce the ACLs in the next fishing year by the
full amount of the overages, ttn!ess the best seientifie infannatie>n a, ailab!e she>" s that a
!edtleed e>.e!age adjttstment, C>I ftC> adjttstment is needed te> mitigate the duets e>fthe
e>,erages. If catch exceeds the ACL more than once in the last four years, the system of
ACLs, ACTs and AMs should be re-evaluated to improve its performance and
effectiveness.
);>

Require Councils to set Annual Catch Limit below the OFL

§ 600.310(f)(1) Introduction.
A control rule is a policy for establishing a limit ... Paragraph (f) of this section
describes a three-step approach for setting limits and targets so as to ensure a low risk of
overfishing while achieving, on a continuing basis, Overfishing Limit: First, ABC is set
below the OFL to account for scientific uncertainty in calculating the OFL; second,
ACL is set below at an aIIie>ttnt ne>t te> eo<eeed the ABC; and third, ACT is set at an
amount not to exceed the ACL to account for management uncertainty iIi controlling a
fishery's actual catch. 38
);>

Require additionalguidance to prevent oveifishing ofvulnerable stocks.

§ 600.310(e)(3)(iv) Factors to consider in Overfishing Limit specification.
"Numerous other conforming changes are needed throughout the regulatory text to ensure that Councils do not set
the Annual Catch Limit as high as the Allowable Biological Catch or Allowable Biological Catch as high as the
Overfishing Limit. These changes are reflected in Appendix B.
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(C) Examples include life~history characteristics that increase risk of overfishing, impacts
on ecosystem component species, weaker stocks, forage fish stocks, other fisheries,
predator-prey or competitive interactions, marine mammals, threatened or endangered
species, and birds. Species that are slow-growing, long-lived, late-maturing, with low
productivity, that change sex, that aggregate to spawn in known locations vulnerable to
fishing, or that have other characteristics that increase the risk of overfishing should be
afforded special care in setting OFL below MSY. Species interactions ...

§ 600.310(f) Acceptable biological catch, annual catch limits and.annual catch targets.
(1) Introduction. A control rule ... for managing uncertainty in controlling a fishery's
actual catch. In addition, special care should be used in setting limits and targets and in
designing control rules for species with life-history characteristics that place them at high
risk of overfishing, including but not limited to slow growth, high longevity, late
maturation, sex changing, or the presence of aggregatory spawning behaviors. For species
with complex life histories acceptable risks should be limited to that calculated for the
most vulnerable life history stage.
ffiABC Control Rule. For stocks and stock complexes required to have an ABC, each
Council must establish an ABC control rule based on scientific advice from its SSC. The
ABC control rule must stipulate the stock level at which fishing will be prohibited. The
process ...
(6) ACT Control Rule. For stocks and stock complexes required to have an ACL, each
Council must shelttld establish ACT control rules for setting the ACTs. The ACT
control rule must stipulate the stock level at which fishing will be prohibited. The ACT
control rule should clearly articulate ...

(i) Determining management uncertainty. Two sources ... To determine the level of
management uncertainty in controlling catch, analyses should consider the implications
of exceeding catch limits in terms oflikely recovery times, given life history characteristics
of the species involved, as well as past management performance ...
§ 600.310(g) Accountability Measures.
(3) AMs for when the ACL is exceeded. On an annual basis ... If catch exceeds the
ACL more than once in the last four years, the system ofACLs, ACTs and AMs must
she)tlld be re-evaluated to improve its performance and effectiveness. Councils should set
more stringent re-evaluation time frames for species with life history characteristics that
make them especially vulnerable to overfishing, including slow growth, high longevity,
late maturation, sex changing, or the presence of aggregatory spawning behaviors.
§600.31O(d) ClassifYing stocks in an FMP.
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(5) "Ecosystem component (EC) species" ... "in the fishery." No species may be
classified or re-classified EC to avoid reducing allowable fishing mortality on other
species. No species may be reclassified EC unless there is adequate scientific evidence,
affirmed by the SSC, that such reclassification will not threaten either stock condition or
ecosystem functions.

(8) Stock complex. "Stock complex" means ... salmonids species). No species may be
added or removed from a stock complex in order to avoid reducing allowable fishing
mortality o~ other species.
(9) Indicator stocks. An indicator stock ... If the stocks within a stock complex have a
wide range ofvulnerability, they should be reorganized into different stock complexes
that have similar vulnerabilities; otherwise the indictor stock should be chosen to
represent the most vulnerable stock within the complex. In instances where an indicator
stock is less vulnerable than other members of the complex, management measures must
be conservative enough so that the more vulnerable members of the complex are not at
risk from the fishery. More than one....
(10) Anti-backsliding. Reclassification cannot be used to reduce management stringency
for species already undergoing management, unless that elevated fishing mortality is
consistent with scientifically-determined SDC for that species.
§ 600.3100) Council actions to address overjishing and rebuildingftr stocks and stock complexes
in thefishery.

(3) Overjishedfishery.
(C) IfTmin for the stock ef gteek eemplex is 10 years or less, then the maximum time for
rebuilding (Tmu) that stock to its Bm,y is 10 years. Rebuilding timeframes can only be
extended above T min in cases where unusually severe impacts on fishing communities can
be demonstrated, and where biological and ecological implications are minimal.
(D) 1fTmin for the stock el gteek eellJl"lex exceeds 10 years, then the maximum time
allowable for rebuilding a stock el greek eelftplex to its BMSY is T min plus the length of
time associated with one generation time for that stock ef gteek eemplex. Rebuilding
timeframes can only be .extended above T min in cases where unusually severe impacts on
fishing communities can be demonstrated, and where biological and ecological
implications are minimal.
(F) Rebuilding times adopted for stock complexes must not be used to delay recovery of
complex member species.
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III.

Conclusion

EDF appreciates the opportunity to comment on NMFS's Proposed Rule to revise the NS1
Guidelines. If the recomrIlendations described in this letter are incorporated, the NS1
Guidelines will help end overfishing and lead to abundant fisheries that provide economic,
recreational, and other benefits. We emphasize again that catch share programs are the only tool
that consistently works to ensure that fishermen can comply with Annual Catch Limits and end
overfishing. NS1 Guidelines that do not couple evaluation of catch shares with the requirements
of the MSA will miss a critical opportunity and needlessly allow overfishing risks to continue.
We urge Nl\tIFS to work with the Councils to implement effective Annual Catch Limits and
Accountability Measures by 2010 for fisheries undergoing overfishing and by 2011 for all other
fisheries, as required by law.
Sincerely,

{)~:Gr

Diane Regas
Managing Director, Oceans
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Fig. 3. Egg and larval
densities of H. armigera
on cotton at langfang

site, Hebe; Province, Chi
na, from 1998 to 2007.
(A) Relation between egg

density on Bt cotton (red
circles) and non-8t cotton
(black drcl~s) and planting
year of Bt cotton. linear
model on Bt cotton (black
line), Y = 185,476.90
92.42.1', F = 69.05, df =
1,58, P < 0.0001, R' =
0.54. Linear model on
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fanners. In China, a multiple cropping system
consisting of soybeans, peanuts, com, and vege
tables is common. These crops also serve as
hosts for H. armigera, and, because they do not
express Bt toxin, they· serve as refuges for non
resistant insects (10). Because cotton is not the
only host crop, Bt cotton comprises about 10%
of the major host crops in any province or
throughout northern China. This accidental ap
proach to refuge management appears to have,

so far, warded off the evolution of resistance
(l0). Nevertheless, as a result of decreased spray
ing of broad-spectrum pesticides for controlling
cotton bollwonn in Bt cotton fields, mirids have
recently become key pests of cotton in China
(l8, 19). Therefore, despite its value, Bt cotton
should be considered only one component in
.the overall management of insect pests in the
diversified cropping systems common through
out China.
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(4) and other trophic levels (5) in all Jarge marine
ecosystems (LMEs j (6). It is now wide"ly be

Can Catch Shares Prevent
Fisheries Collapse?
Christopher CosteLlo,l* Steven D. Gaines, 2 lohn lynham 3 t
Recent reports suggest. that most of the world's commercial fisheries could collapse within decades.
'Although poor fisheries governance is often implicated, evaluation of solutions
remains rare. Bioeconomic theory and case studies suggest that rights-based catch shares can
provide individual incentives for sustainable harvest that is less prone to coUapse. To test
whether catch-share fishery reforms achieve these hypothetical benefits, we have compiled a
global database of fisheries institutions and catch statistics in 11,135 fisheries from 1950 to
2003. Implementation of catch shares halts, and even reverses, the global trend toward
widespread collapse. Institutional change has the potential for greatly altering the future of
global fisheries.
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lthough the potentially hannful con
sequences of mismanaged fisheries were
forecast over 50 years ago (1, 2), evi-

dence of global declines has only been seen quite
recently. Reports show increasing human impacts
(3) and global collapses in large predat01Y fishes
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lieved that these collapses are primariJy the re
sult of the mismanagement of fisheries.
One.explanation for the collapse offish stocks
lies in economics: Perhaps it is economically op
timal to capture fish stocks now and invest the
large windfall revenues in alternative assets, rather
than capturing a much smaller harvest on a reg
ular basis. Although this remains a theoretical
possibility for extremely slow-grqwing species
IBren School of Environmental Science and Management
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(7), it remains rare in reality. A recent study re
ports that under reasonable economic parameter
ization, extinction is suboptimal (even with low
growth rates) and that biomass under economi
cally optimal harvest is larger than that under
maximum sustainable yield (8).
If global fisheries contain large potential
profits [perhaps a present value of $1 trillion
(9)}, yet the profits are only realized if the fish
eries are managed sustairtably. why are actively
managed fisheries systematically .over~xploited?
The answer lies in the misalignment of incen
tives. Evert when management sets harvest quotas
that could maximize profits, the incentives of the
individual harvester are typically inconsistent with
profit maximization for the fleet. Because indi
viduals lack secure rights to part ofthe quota, they
have a perverse motivation to "race to fish" to
outcompete others. This race can lead to poor
stewardship and lobbying for-ever-larger harvest
quotas, creating a spiral of reduced stocks,
excessive harvests, and eventual collapse.
Examining specific cases, Beddington et al.
(10), Hilborn et al. (II), Grafton et al. (12), and
Griffith (13) argue that rights-based fisheries
reforms offer-promising solutions. Rat~er than
only setting industry-wide quotas, fishennen are
allocated individual rights. Referred to as catch
shares or dedicated access privileges, these rights
can be manifest as individual (and tradable)
harvest quotas, cooperatives, or exclusive spatial
harvest rights; the idea is to provide-to fish_
ennen, communities, or cooperatives-a secure
asset, which confers stewardship incentives. Most
readily implemented within national jurisdictions
(that is, inside 200 miles), some international
agreements attempt to serve a similar function in
international waters. Although both theory and

empirical evidence suggest a robust link between
catch shares and economic perfonnance 'of a
fishery (14, 15), the link with eCQlogical per
fonnance is more tenuous. Even so, Sanchirico
and Wilen (16) argue that "It is widely believed
and supported by anecdotal evidence that once
fishers have a financial stake in the returns from
sensible investment in sustainable practices,
they are more easily convinced to make sac
rifices required to rebuild and sustain fisheries at
high levels of economic and biological produc
tivity." A recent report provides examples con
sistent with this widely held belief (17). We
tested the hypothetical causal link between the
global assignment of catch shares and fisheries
sustainability.
Whereas individual fishing rights have been
implemented on small spatial scales in traditional
cultures for millennia, the adoption rate in major
fisheries has accelerated since the late 1970s. To
test the efficacy of catch shares, we assembled a
global database of 11,135 commercial fisheries
and detennined which fisheries had instituted
catch shares from 1950 to 2003. We matched
this institutional database to the ,same harvest
database (18) used to assess fishelies collapse by
Wonn et al. (6). Our objective is to answer the
question: Can catch shares prevent fisheries
collapse?
In their widely cited contribution, Wonn et al.
(6) correlate the species richness of LMEs with
fisheries collapse. They, define a fishery as col
lapsed jn year t if the harvest in year t is < 10% of
the maximum recorded harvest up to year t.
Using this definition, -27% of the world's fish
eries were .collapsed in 2003. Extrapolating this
trend into the future, Wonn et al. (6) find that
100% of the world's fisheries could be collapsed

by 2048. Although this highly controversial pro
jection (19) captured' most of the attention from
this article, a larger focus ofthe work was the role
of ecosystem biodiversity in preventing collapse.
Fisheries in more biodiverse regions were less
likely to be collapsed at any given point in his
tory. Unfortunately, however, this greater resil~
ience to human exploitation does not change the
ultimate conclusion. Biodiversity does not prevent
collapse; it merely delays it.
In our analysis, we expanded beyond the
characteristics of the ecosystem to consider the
characteristics of the regulating fisheries insti
tutions, simultaneously controlling for the eco
system, genus, and other covariates. To assemble
our catch-share database, we searched the pub
lished literature and government reports, inter
viewed experts on global fisheries, and vetted our
final database with a diverse array ofresearchers.
In total, we iden'rified 121 fisheries managed using
catch shares-defined as variations on individual
transferable quotas (ITQs}-by 2003 (20).
These work by allocating a dedicated share of
the scientifically detennined total catch to fisher
men, communities, or cooperatives. This provides
a stewardship incentive; as the fishery is better
managed, the value of the shares increases. By
analyzing the data at the fishery level [rather than
the aggregate level, as in (6)], we facilitate inclu
sion of fisheries institutions as independent var
iables in our model specification.
We adopt theWonn et al. (6) definition of
collapse. Although a better measure would be
based' on stock (21), no systematic database of
global fish biomass exists. 'This collapse metric
may overestimate the frequency of collapsed fish
eries (22), which creates a conservative test for the
benefits of catch shares. Sensitivity analyses that
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REPORTS
Fig. 2. Simulation of trend in fisheries
collapse if all non·ITQ fisheries switched
to ITQ' in 1970 (dotted line), compared
with the actual trend ~olid line). The thought
experiment assumes that the annual ITQ
benefit counterbalances the global trend
toward complete collapse, which is con

sistent with the observed trends in actual
IIQs (Table 1). Fluctuations in the sim
ulation arise from estimated interannual
variability.

~ 10

..•

~
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"
20

- - Non-ITQ Fislleries
.... Thought Experimelll

3~950

.1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Year

Table 1. Fishery·specific analyses of ITQ benefits. Each fishery is treated as a time series of
collapse, with some fisheries converting to ITQ during the interval. Propensity score matching (25)
controls for the effects of LME, genus, or species to further isolate· biases that may arise from the
particular places and' fisheries where JTQs have been implemented. Columns 2 to 5 provide
regression model results for four different propensity score models. Rows 2 and 3 provide the
regression coefficients and SEs (in parentheses). Fisheries without ITQ management had an average
annual percentage change of 0.54. For all comparisons, the annual benefit of ITQs roughly counters
the current· rate of decline in other fisheries (23). All estlmated coefficients are statistically
significant at the 1% level.
Parameter used to match fisheries
Percent ITQ difference (SE)
Annual percent ITQeffect (SE)

None

lME

Genus

Species

-7.06
(0.49)
-0.49
(0.136)

~7.41

-6.79
(0.443)
-0.54
(0.136)

-6.87
(0.441)
-0.51

consider alternative thresholds for collapse and
address other potential biases yield unchanged
or stronger conclusions (23).
By 2003 the fraction of ITQ-managed fish
eries that were collapsed (dotted line in Fig. 1A)
was about half that of non-ITQ fishelies (solid
line in Fig. 1A). Accelerated adoption of ITQs
began in the late 1970s (dashed line and right
y axis in Fig. 1A). In the preadoption period,
would-be ITQ fisheries were on trajectories
toward collapse, similar to non-ITQ fisheries.
In the adoption perio(j, the two curves diverge
as nQs are increasingly adopted (24). This dis
parity grows over time (23).
Demonstrating statistically a causal linkage
between rights-based management and fisheries
sustainability is complicated by three competing
effects. First, the number of ITQ fisheries is grow
ing, and new ITQ fisheries are drawn from a global
pool with an ever-increasing fraction of collapsed
fisheries. Random selection from this global pool
could mask some benefits of rights-based manage
ment. Second, the conversion of fishelies to ITQs
may involve a biased selection. For example, ITQs
may be implemented disproportionately in fish
eries that are already less collapsed, possibly giving
a misleading perception of benefits ffom rights
based management. Finally, there may be tempo
ral benefits of an JTQ (for instance, the.long~r an
JTQ is in place in a given fishery, the less likely

1680

(0.428)

-0.37
(0.137)

(0.139)

that· fishery is to collapse). All of these mech
anisms would lead to differences between JTQ
and non-ITQ fisheries, but only the last mech
anism implies a benefit from the management
change.
An initial regression of the data in Fig. 1 sug~
gests that implementing' an I.TQ reduces -the
probability of collapse by 13.7'percentage points
(23). BecauseITQs have been disproportionately
implemented in a few global ecosystems such
as Alaska, Iceland, New Zealand, and Australia
(25), regional or taxonomic biases could generate
misleading results. To account for potential se
lection bias, we used a variety of estimation strat
egies: (i) We restricted _the sample to only those
ecosystems or taxa that have experienced ITQ
management. (ii) We usedpropensity score meth
ods to match ITQ fisheries to appropriate control
fisheries (26). (iii) We used fixed-effects estima
tion to identifY the benefit of ITQs within each
fishery.
The results ,are remarkably similar across an
specifications and estimation techniques (23).
The propensity score results are summarized in
Table 1. Consistent with Fig. 1, ITQ fisheries
perform far. better than non-ITQ fisheries. Switch
ing to an ITQ not only slows the decline toward
widespread collapse, but it actually stops this de
cline. Each additional year of being in an ITQ
(row 2 of Table 1) offsets the global trend. (0.5%
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increase) of increasing collapse in non-ITQ fish
eries (23). Other estimation techniques suggest
even larger benefits. For example, fishery fixed
effects results suggest that ITQs not only halt the
trend in· global collapse, but they may actually
reverse it (23).
Although bioeconomic theory suggests that
assigning secure rights to fishermen may align
incentives and lead to significantly enhanced bio
logical and economic performance, evidence to
date has been only case- or region-specific. By
examining 11,135 global fisheries, we found a
strong link: By 2003, the fraction ofITQ-managed
fisheries that were collapsed was about halfthat of
non-ITQ fisheries. This result probably under
estimates ITQ benefits, because most ITQ fish
eries are young.
The results of this analys.is suggest that well
designed catch shares may prevent fishery
collapse across diverse taxa and ecosystems.
Although the global rate of catch~share adoption
has increased since 1970, the fraction of fisheries
managed with catch shares is still small. We can
estimate their potential impact ifwe project rights~
based management onto all of the world's fish
eries since 1970 (Fig. 2). The percent collapsed is
reduced to just 9% by 2003; this fraction re
mains steady thereafter. This figure is a marked
reversal of the previous projections.
Despite the dramatic impact catch shares
have had on fishery collapse, these results
should not be taken as a carte blanche en
dorsement. First, we have restricted attention
to one class of catch shares (lTQs). Second,
only by appropriately matching institutional re
fonn with ecological, economic, and social char
acteristics can maximal benefits be achieved.
Nevertheless, these findings suggest that as
catch shares are increasingly· implemented
globally, fish stocks, and the profits from har
vesting them, have the potential to recover
substantially.
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Parasite Treatment Affects Maternal
Investment in Sons
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1

Parasitism can be a major constraint on host condition and an important selective
force. Theoretical and empirical evidence shows that maternal condition affects relative
investment in sons and daughters; however, the effect of parasitism on sex ratio in vertebrates
is seldom considered. We demonstrate experimentally that parasitism constrains the ability of
mothers to rear sons in a long~lived seabird, the European shag Phafacrocorax aristotelis. The
effect contributes to the decline in offspring survival as the breeding season progresses and hence
has important population-level consequences for this, and potentially other,seasonal breeders.

ne key ecological factor influencing the
condition of parents, and therefore the
potential fitness of dependent offspring,
is parasitism (1). In sexually dimorphic species,
offspring of the larger sex often require higher
nutritional investment and are more vulnerable to
changes in parental condition (2).. Moreover, sex
allocation theory predicts that parents in good
condition should bias investment toward off
spring of the sex that .stands to gain more from
extra resources provided at critical developmen
tal stages (3). We provide experimental evidence
that parasites can constrain the ability ofmothers,
in particular, to rear offspring of the more expen
sive sex. This contributes to differential mortality
of sons and daughters as the breeding season
progresses and could explain the seasonal decline
in offspring sunrival that is commonly observed
in this and many other seasonal breeders.

O

Populations of the European shag Phalacm
corax aristote/is frequently suffer from severe
infections of gastro-intestinal parasites, in partic
ular anisakid nematodes [Contracaecum rudolphi
and Anisakis simplex (4)]. Although their effects
are usually sublethal, these parasites compete
with the host for nutrients and trigger costly im
mune responses (5) that may impair host breed-
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ing success. Shag chicks must be provisioned in
the nest for ~50 days by both parents. Male
biased broods require more food' than female
biased broods, and male nestlings grow faster,
attain higher peak masses at fledging, and are
about 20% larger than females as adults (4).
We experimentally manipulated parasitism
levels in breeding adults just before chick hatch
ing by treating both male and female parents
with a broad-spectrum antiparasite drug (iver
mectin), which removes gut parasites and pre
vents reinfection over a period of -6 weeks and
hence for most of the chick-rearing period.
Throughout the laying period, nests were ran
domly allocated to either'a treatment group,in
which both parents were treated with ivennectin
(n = 34 nests), or a control (untreated) group in
which parents were exposed to natural levels of
parasitism (n = 83 nests). Treated and control
nests were matched for laying date, ensuring an
equal spread of laying dates in each group span
ning the natural range (-6 weeks). The survival
of sons was higher when their parents had been
treated (Fig. 1A) [generalized linear mixed model
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Fig. 1. Differential effect of ivermectin treatment on survival of sons (A) and daughters (8), and
interaction with hatch date. Black bars represent chicks from treated parents, and white bars chicks
from control parents. Hatch dates are grouped into early, intermediate and tate periods, based on
thirds of the distribution and corresponding roughly to 2-weekly intervals. The decline in the
survival of sons is not apparent when their parents have been treated. Parasite treatment did not
appear to affect the success of rearing daughters. Overall, parasitism in parents accounted for
-37% of the natural seasonal decline in chick survival. Data are means ± SEM. Effect sizes- and
statistics from logistic regression are given in the text.
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AppendixB
EDF's Recommended Changes to NMFS's Proposed
Regulations

APPENDIX B

Environmental Defense Fund Recommended Changes to
National Marine Fisheries Service's Proposed 50 CF.R. § 600.310

Note: The plain text below is NMFS's proposed regulatory language.
The underlined, bold text shows EOF's recommended additions, and the
stricken text shows EOF's recommended deletions.
PART 600-Magnuson-Stevens Act Provisions
I. The authority citation for part 600 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.
2. Section 600.310 is revised to read as follows:
§ 600.310 National Standard I-Optimum Yield.
(a) Standard 1. Conservation and management measures shall prevent overfishing while.
achieving, on a continuing basis, the optimum yield (OY) from each fishery for the U.S. fishing
industry.
(b) General. (I) The guidelines set forth in this section describe fishery management
approaches to meet the objectives of National Standard I (NSI), and include guidance on:
(i) Specifying maximum sustainable yield (MSY) and OY;
(ii) Specifying status determination criteria (SDC) so that overfishing and overfished
detenninations can be made for stocks and stock complexes that are part of a fishery;
(iii)Preventing overfishing and achieving OY using a system oflimits and targets,
incorporation of scientific and management uncertainty in control rules, and adaptive
management using annual catch limits (ACL) and measures to ensure accountability (AM); and
(iv) Rebuilding stocks and stock complexes.
(2) Overview ofMagnuson-Stevens Act concepts and provisions related to NS1--(i) MSY

The Magnuson-Stevens Act establishes MSY as the basis for fishery management and requires
1
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that: The fishing mortality rate does not jeopardize the capacity of a stock or stock complex to
produce MSY; the abundance of an overfished stock or stock complex be rebuilt to a level that is
capable of producing MSY; and OY not exceed MSY.
(ii) OY. The determination of OY is a decisional mechanism for resolving the Magnuson
Stevens Act's conservation and management objectives, achieving a fishery management plan's
(FMP) objectives,and balancing the various interests that comprise the greatest overall benefits
to the Nation. OY is based on MSY as reduced under paragraphs (e)(3)(iii) and (iv) ofthis
section. The most important limitation on the specification of OY is that the choice of OY and
the conservation and management measures proposed to achieve it must prevent overfishing.
(iii) ACLs and AMs. Any FMP which is prepared by any Council shall establish a
mechanism for specifying ACLs in the FMP (including a multiyear plan), implementing
regulations, or annual specifications, at a level such that overfishing does not occur in the
fishery, including measures to ensure accountability (Magnuson-Stevens Act section 303(a)(l5».
Subject to certain exceptions and circumstances described in paragraph (h) of this section, this
requirement takes effect in fishing year 2010, for fisheries determined subject to overfishing, and
in fishing year20ll for all other fisheries (Magnuson-Stevens Act section 303 note). "Council"
includes the Regional Fishery Management Councils and the Secretary of Commerce, as
appropriate (see § 600J05(c)(lI».

(iv) Reference points. SDC, MSY, acceptable biological catch (ABC), ACL, and annual
catch target (ACT), which are described fmiher in paragraphs (e) and (f) of this section, are
collectively referred to as "reference points."
(v) Scientific advice. The Magnuson-Stevens Act has requirements regarding scientific
and statistical committees (SSC) of the Regional Fishery Management Councils, including but

2
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not limited to, the following provisions:
(A) Each Regional Fishery Management Council shall establish an SSC as described in
section 302(g)(1)(A) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act.
(B) Each SSC shall provide its Regional Fishery Management Council recommendations
for ABC as well as other scientific advice, as described in Magnuson-Stevens Act section
302(g)(1 )(B). The SSC may specify the type of information that should be included in the Stock
Assessment and Fishery Evaluation (SAFE) report (see § 600.315).
(C) The Secretary and each Regional Fishery Management Council may establish a peer
review process for that Regional Fishery Management Council for scientific information used to
advise the Regional Fishery Management Council about the conservation and management of the
fishery (see Magnuson-Stevens Act section 302(g)(1 )(E». If a peer review process is
established, it should investigate the technical merits of stock assessments and other scientific
information used by the SSC. The peer review process is not a substitute for the SSC and should
work in conjunction with the SSe.
(D) Each Regional Fishery Management Council shall develop ACLs for each of its
managed fisheries that may not exceed the fishing level recommendations of its SSC or peer
review process (Magnuson-Stevens Act section 302(h)(6».

(3) Approach for setting limits and targets for consistency with NSI. In general, when
specifying limits and targets intended to avoid overfishing and achieve sustainable fisheries,
Councils should take an approach that considers uncertainty in scientific information and
management control ofthe fishery. These guidelines identify limit and target reference points
which should be set lower as uncertainty increases such that there is a low risk that limits are
exceeded as described in paragraphs (£)(4) and (£)(6) of this section.

3
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(ctSummary ofitems to include in FMPs related to NSf. This section provides a
summary of items that Councils should include in their FMPs and FMP amendments in order to
address ACL, AM, and other aspects of the NS 1" guidelines. As described in further detail in
paragraphs (c)( I) through (7) of this section, Councils may review their FMPs to decide if all
stocks are "in the fishery" or whether some fit the categoryof"ecosystem component species"
and amend their FMPs as appropriate. Ifthey do not establish ecosystem component speCies
through an FMP amendment, then all stocks in an FMPare presumed to be "in the fishery."
Councils should also describe fisheries data for the stocks, stock complexes, and ecosystem
component species in their FMPs. For all stocks and stock complexes that are "in the fishery,"
the Councils should evaluate and describe the following items in their FMPs and amend the
FMPs, if necessary, to align their management objectives to end or prevent overfishing:
(1) MSY and SDC (see paragraphs (e)(1) and (2) of this section).
(2) OY at the stock, stock complex, or fishery level and provide the OY specification
analysis (see paragraph (e)(3) ofthis section).
(3) ABC control rule (see paragraph (f)(4) of this section).
(4) ACLs and mechanisms for setting ACLs and possible sector-specific ACLs in
relationship to the ABC (see paragraphs (f)(5) and (h) of this section).
(5) ACT control rule (see paragraph (f)(6) of this section).
(6) AMs and AM mechanisms (see paragraphs (g) and (h)(1) of this section).
(7) Stocks and stock complexes that have statutory exceptions from ACLs (see paragraph
(h)(2) of this section) or which fall under limited circumstances which require different
approaches to meet the ACL requirements (see paragraph (h)(3) of this section).

4
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(8) The potential for implementing a Limited Access Privilege Program to establish
AMs in commercial fisheries, including whether such a LAPP would provide more effective
AMs than other measures the Council either has in place or is considering with respect to
meeting the objectives of National Standard 1 and other National Standards and, if
applicable, an explanation for why th~ Council has decided not to implement a LAPP and
how the selected alternative will perform as well or better.
(9) In implementing AMs, the Councils should encourage the development and
implementation of LAPPs in for-hire recreational sectors, and development and
implementation of effective performance-based management in other recreational sectors.
In doing this, the Councils should consult with affected fishermen and other stakeholders.
(d) ClassifYing stocks in an FMP--(1) Introduction. Magnuson-Stevens Act section
303(a)(2) requires that an FMP contain, among other things, a description of the species offish
involved in the fishery. FMPs include target stocks and may also include non-target species or
stocks. All stocks listed in an FMP or FMP amendment are considered to be. "in the fishery"
unless they are identified as ecosystem component (EC) species through an FMP amendment
process.

(2) Stocks in a fishery. Stocks in a fishery include: (1) target stocks; (2) non-target stocks
that are retained for sale or personal use; and (3) non-target stocks that are not retained for sale or
personal use and that are either determined tobe subject to overfishing, approaching overfished,
or overfished, or could become so, according to the best available information, without
conservation and management measures. Stocks in a fishery may be grouped into stock
complexes, as appropriate. Requirements for reference points and management measures for
these stocks are described throughout these guidelines.
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(3) "Target stocks" are stocks that fishers seek to catch for sale or personal use, including
"economic discards" as defined under Magnuson-Stevens Act section 3(9).
(4) "Non-target species" and "non-target stocks" are fish caught incidentally during the

pursuit of target stocks in a fishery, including "regulatory discards" as defined under Magnuson
Stevens Act section 3(38). They mayor may not be retained for sale or personal use. Non-target
species may be included in a fishery and, if so, they should be identified at the stock level. Some
non-target species may be identified in an FMP as ecosystem component (EC) species or stocks.
(5) "Ecosystem component (EC) species" are generally not retained for any purpose,

. although de minimis amounts might occasionally be retained. EC species may be identified at .
the species or stock level, and may be grouped into complexes, EC species may be included in
an FMP or FMP amendment for any of the following reasons: for data collection purposes; for
ecosystem considerations related to specification of OY for the associated fishery; as
considerations in the development of conservation and management measures for the associated
fishery; and/or to address other ecosystem issues. While EC species are not considered to be "in·
the fishery," a Council should consider measures for the fishery to minimize bycatch and bycatch
mortality ofEC species consistent with National Standard 9, and to protect their associated role
in the ecosystem. EC species do not require specification of reference points but should be
monitored on a regular basis, to the extent practicable, to determine changes in their status or
their vulnerability to the fishery. Ifnecessary, they should be reclassified as "in the fishery." No

species may be classified or re-c1assified EC to avoid reducing allowable fishing mortality
on other species. No species may be reclassified EC unless there is adequate scientific
evidence, affirmed by the SSC, that such reclassification will not threaten either stock
condition or ecosystem functions.
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applicable to some salmon species). No species may be added or removed from a stock

complex in order to avoid reducing allowable fishing mortality on other species.

(9) Indicator stocks. An indicator stock is a stock that is used to help manage and
evaluate stocks that are in a stock complex and do not have their own SDC. If an indicator stock
is used to evaluate the status of a complex, it should be representative of the typical status of
each stock within the complex, due to similarity in vulnerability. If the stocks within a stock
complex have a wide range of vulnerability, they should be reorganized into different stock
complexes that have similar vulnerabilities; otherwise the indicator stock should be chosen to
represent the mere most vulnerable stocks within the complex. In instances where an indicator
stock is less vulnerable than other members of the complex, management measures must be

conservative enough Heed to be more eOHservative so that the more vulnerable members of the
complex are not at risk from the fishery. More than one indicator stock can be selected to
provide more information about the status of the compleJ}o Although the indicator stock(s) are
used to evaluate the status of the complex, individual stocks within complexes should be
examined periodically using available quantitative or qualitative information to evaluate whether
a stock has become overfished or may be subject to overfishing.

(10) Anti-backsliding. Reclassification cannot be used to reduce management
stringency for species alreadv undergoing management, unless that elevated fishing
mortality is consistent with scientifically-determined SDC for that species.
(e) Features ofMSy SDC, and OYthat should be identifzed in FMPsfor all stocks and

. stock complexes in the fishery--(l) MSY Each FMP should include an estimate of MSY for the
stocks and stock complexes in the fishery, as described in paragraph (d)(2) of this section).
(i) Definitions. (A) MSY is the largest long-term average catch or yield that can be taken
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from a stock or stock complex under prevailing ecological, environmental conditions and fishery
technological characteristics (e.g., gear selectivity), and the distribution of catch among fleets.
(B) MSYfishing mortality rate (Fmsy) is the fishing mortality rate that, if a,pplied over the
long term, would result in MSY.
(C) MSY stock size (B msy) means the long-term average size of the stock or stock
complex, measured in terms of spawning biomass or other appropriate measure of the stock's
reproductive potential that would be achieved by fishing at F msy .
(ii) MSYfor stocks. MSY should be estimated for each stock based on the best scientific
information available (see § 600.315).
(iii) MSYfor stock complexes. MSY should be estimated on a stock-by-stock basis
whenever possible. However, where MSY cannot be estimated for each stock in a stock
complex, then MSY may be estimated for one or more indicator stocks for the complex or for the
complex as a whole. When indicator stocks are used, the stock complex's MSY could be listed
as "unknown," while noting that the complex is managed on the basis of one or more indicator
stocks that do have known, stock-specific MSYs or suitable proxies as described in paragraph
(e)(1)(iv) of this section. When indicator stocks are not used, MSY or a suitable proxy should be
calculated for the stock complex as a whole.
(iv) SpecifYing MSY. Because MSY is a long-term average, it need not be estimated
annually, but it must be based on the best scientific information available (see § 600.315), and
should be re-estimated as required by changes in long-term environmental or ecological
conditions, fishery technological characteristics, or new scientific information. When data are
insufficient to estimate MSY directly, Councils should adopt other measures of reproductive
potential, based on the best scientific information available, that can serve as reasonable proxies
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for MSY, F msy , and B msy , to the extent possible. As MSY values are estimates and will have
some level of uncertainty associated with them, the degree of uncertainty in the estimates should
be identified, when possible, through the stock assessment process and peer review (see §
600.335).

(2) Status determination criteria--(i) Dejinitions--(A) Status determination criteria (SDC)
mean the quantifiable factors, MFMT, OFL, and MSST, or their proxies, that are used to
determine if overfishing has occurred, or if the stock or stock complex is overfished. Magnuson
Stevens Act (section 3(34)) defines both "overfishing" and "overfished" to mean a rate or level
of fishing mortality that jeopardizes the capacity of a fishery to produce the MSY on a
continuing basis. To avoid confusion, this section clarifies that "overfished" relates to biomass
of a stock or stock complex, and "overfishing" pertains to a rate or level of removal of fish from
a stock or stock complex.
(B) Oveljishing (to overfish) occurs whenever a stock or stock complex is subjected to a
level of fishing mortality or annual total catch that jeopardizes the capacity ofa stock or stock
complex to produce MSY on a continuing basis.
(C) Maximumjishing mortality threshold (MFMT) means the level of fishing mortality
(F), on an annual basis, above which overfishing is occurring.
(D) Overjishing limit (OFL) means the annual amount of catch that corresponds to the
estimate ofMFMT applied to a stock·or stock complex's ab'undance and is expressed in terms of
numbers or weight of fish. MSY is the long-term average of such catches.
(E) Overjished. A stock or stock complex is considered "overfished" when its biomass
has declined below a level that jeopardizes the capacity of the stock or stock complex to produce
MSY on a continuing basis.
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(F) Minimum stock size threshold (MSST) means the level of biomass below which the
stock or stock complex is considered to be overfished.
(G) Approaching an overfished condition. A stock or stock complex is approaching an
overfished condition when it is projected that there is more than a 50 percent chance that the
biomass of the stock or stock complex will decline below the MSST withinJwo years.
(ii) Specification ofSDC and overfishing and overfished determinations. SDC must be
expressed in a way that enables the Council to monitor each stock or stock complex in the FMP
and determine annually; if possible, whether overfishing is occurring and whether the stock or
stock complex is overfished. In specifying SDC, a Council should provide an analysis of how
the SDC were chosen and how they relate to reproductive potential. Each FMP must specify, to
the extent possible, objective and measurable SDC as follows (see paragraphs (e)(2)(ii)(A) and
(B) of this section):
(A) SDC to determine overfishing status. Each FMP should desclibe which of the
following two methods will be used for each stock or stock complex to determine an overfishing
status.
(1) Fishing mortality rate exceeds MFMT. Exceeding the MFMT for a period of I year or

more constitutes overfishing. The MFMT or reasonable proxy may be expressed either as a
single number (a fishing mortality rate or F value), or as a function of spawning biomass or other
measure of reproductive potential. The MFMT must not exceed Fmsy.
(2) Catch exceeds the OFL. Should the annual catch exceed the annual OFL for 1 year or

more, the stock or stock complex is considered subject to overfishing.
(B) SDC to determine overfished status. The MSST or reasonable proxy should be
expressed in terms of spawning biomass or other measure of reproductive potential. To the
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extent possible, the MSST should equal whichever of the following is greater: One-half the MSY
stock size, or the minimum stock size at which rebuilding to the MSY level would be expected to
occur within 10 years if the stock or stock complex were exploited at the MFMT specified under
paragraph (e)(2)(ii)(A)(l) of this section. Should the estimated size ofthe stock or stock
complex in a given year fall below this threshold, the stock or stock complex is considered
overfished.
(iii) Relationship ofSDC to environmental change. Some short-term environmental
changes can alter the size of a stock or stock complex without affecting its long-term
reproductive potential. Long-term environmental changes affect both the short-term size of the
stock or stock complex and the long-term reproductive potential of the stock or stock complex.
(A) If environmental changes cause a stock or stock complex to fall below its MSST
without affecting its long-term reproductive potential, fishing mortality must be constrained
sufficiently to allow rebuilding within an acceptable time frame (also see paragraph (j)(3)(ii) of
this section). SDC should not be respecified.
(B) If environmental changes affect the long-term reproductive potential of the stock or

stock complex, one or more components of the SDC must be respecified. Once SDC have been
respecified, fishing mortality mayor may not have to be reduced, depending on the status of the
stock or stock complex with respect to the new criteria.
(C) If manmade environmental changes are partially responsible for a stock or stock
complex being in an overfished condition, in addition to controlling fishing mortality, Councils
should recommend restoration of habitat and other ameliorative programs, to the extent possible
(see also the guidelines issued pursuant to section 305(b) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act for
Council actions concerning essential fish habitat).
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(iv) Secretarial approval ofSDC. Secretarial approval or disapproval of proposed SDC
will be based on consideration of whether the proposal:
(A) Has sufficient scientific merit;
(B) Contains the elements described in paragraph (e)(2)(ii) of this section;
(C) Provides a basis for objective measurement of the status of the stock or stock
complex against the criteria; and
(D) Is operationally. feasible.

(3) Optimum yield--(i)Dejinitions--(A) Optimum yield (OJ). Magnuson-Stevens Act
section (3)(33) defines "optimum," with respect to the yield from a fishery, as the amount offish
that will provide the greatest overall benefit to the Nation, particularly with respect to food
production and recreational opportunities and taking into account the protection of marine
ecosystems; that is prescribed on the basis of the MSY from the fishery, as reduced by any
relevant economic, social, or ecological factor; and, in the case of an overfished fishery, that
provides for rebuilding to a level consistent with producing the MSY in such fishery. OY may
be established at the stock or stock complex level, or at the fishery level.
(B) In NS I, use of the phrase "achieving, on a continuing basis, the optimum yield from
each fishery" means producing, from each stock, stock complex, or fishery: a long-tenD series of
catches such that the average catch is equal to the OY, overfishing is prevented, the long tenn
average biomass is near or above Bmsy, and overfished stocks and stock complexes are rebuilt
consistent with timing and other requirements of section 304(e)(4) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act
and paragraph G) ofthis section.
(ii) General. OY is a long-term average amount of desired yield from a stock, stock
complex, or fishery. The long-term objective is to achieve OY through annual achievement of.
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ACT, which is described in paragraph (f) of this section. An FMP must contain conservation and
management measures to achieve OY,. and provisions for information collection that are
designed to determine the degree to which OY is achieved on a continuing basis-ihat is, to
result in a long-term average catch equal to the long-term average OY, ihrough an effective
system of ACLs, ACTs, and AMs. These measures should allow for practical and effective
implementation and enforcement of the management regime. The Secretary has an obligati<ln to
implement and enforce the FMP. If management measures prove unenforceable-or too
restrictive, or not rigorous enough to prevent overfishing while achieving OY-they should be
modified; an altemative is to reexamine the adequacy of the OY specification. Exceeding OY
does not necessarily constitute overfishing. However, even if no overfishing resulted from
exceeding OY, continual harvest at a level above OY would violate NSl, because OY was not
achieved on a continuing basis. An FMP must contain an assessment and specification of OY,
including a summary of information utilized in making such specification, consistent with
requirements of section 303(a)(3) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act. A Council must identify those
economic, social,.ana ecological, and risk factors relevant to management of a particular stock,
stock complex, or fishery, then evaluate them to determine the OY. The choice of a particular
OY must be carefully documented to show that the OY selected will produce the greatest benefit
to the Nation and prevent overfishing. OY must be set below MSY in order to account for
management and scientific uncertainty in selecting OY, MSY and the OFL.
(iii) Determining the greatest benefit to the Nation. In determining the greatest benefit to
the Nation, the values that should be weighed and receive serious attention when considering the
economic, social, or ecological factors used in reducing MSY to obtain OY are:
(A) The benefits of food production are derived from providing seafood to consumers;
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maintaining an economically viable fishery together with its attendant contributions to the
national, regional, and local economies; and utilizing the capacity of the Nation's fishery
resources to meet nutritional needs.
(B) The benefits of recreational opportunities reflect the quality of both the recreational
fishing experience and non-consumptive fishery uses such as ecotourism, fish watching, and
recreational diving. Benefits also include the contribution of recreational fishing to the national,
regional, and local economies and food supplies.
(C) The benefits of protection afforded to marine ecosystems are those resulting from

maintaining viable populations (including those of unexploited species), maintaining adequate
forage for all components ofthe ecosystem, maintaining evolutionary and ecological processes
(e.g., disturbance regimes, hydrological processes, nutrient cycles), maintaining the
evolutionary potential of species and ecosystems, and accommodating human use.
(iv) Factors to consider in OY specification. Because fisheries have limited capacities,
any attempt to maximize the measures of benefits described in paragraph (e)(3)(iii) of this
section will inevitably encounter practical constraints. OY cannot equal or exceed MSY in any
circumstance and must take into account the need to prevent overfishing and rebuild overfished
stocks and stock complexes, as well as the inherent uncertainties in management. OYeaR

shall be reduced to a value less than MSY oased on social, economic, and ecological factors. To
the extent possible, the relevant social, economic, and ecological factors used to establish OY for
a stock, stock complex, or fishery should be quantified and reviewed in historical, short-term,
and long-term contexts. Even where quantification of these factors is not possible, the FMP still
must address these factors in its OY specification.
(A) Social factors. Examples are enjoyment gained from recreational fishing, avoidance
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of gear conflicts and resulting disputes, preservation of a way of life for fishermen and their
families, and dependence oflocal communities on a fishery (e.g., involvement in fisheries and
ability to adapt to change). Consideration may be given to fishery-related indicators (e.g.,
number of fishery permits, number of commercial fishing vessels, number of party and charter
trips, landings, ex-vessel revenues etc.) and non-fishery related indicators (e.g., unemployment
rates, percent of population below the poverty level, population density, etc.). Other factors that
may be considered include the effects that past harvest levels have had on fishing communities,
the cultural place of subsistence fishing, obligations under Indian treaties, proportions of affected'
minority and low-income groups, and worldwide nutritional needs.
(B) Economicfactors. Examples are prudent consideration of the risk of overharvesting
when a stock's size or reproductive potential is uncertain (see § 600.335(c)(2)(i)), satisfaction of
consumer and recreational needs, and encouragement of domestic and export markets for U.S.
harvested fish. Other factors that may be considered include the value of fisheries, the level of
capitalization, the decrease in cost per unit of catch afforded by an increase in stock size, the
attendant increase in catch per unit of effort, alternate employment opportunities, and economic
contribution to fishing communities, coastal areas, affected states, and the nation.
(e) Examples include life-history characteristics that increase risk of overfishing,
impacts on ecosystem component species, weaker stocks, forage fish stocks, other fisheries,
predator-prey or competitive interactions, marine mammals, threatened or endangered species,
and birds. Species that are slow-growing, long-lived, late-maturing, with low productivity, that
change sex, that aggregate to spawn in known locations vulnerable to fishing, or that have other
characteristics that increase the risk of overfishing should be afforded special care in setting

OFL below MSY. Species interactions that have not been explicitly taken into account when
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calculating MSY should be considered as relevant factors for setting OY below MSY. In
addition, consideration should be given to managing forage stocks for higher biomass than Bmsy
to enhance and protect the marine ecosystem. Also important are ecological or enviromnental
conditions that stress marine organisms, such as natural and manmade changes in wetlands or
nursery grounds, and effects of pollutants on habitat and stocks.
(v) Specification ofOY. The specification of 0 Y must be consistent with preventing
overfishing and must should be reduced from MSY to account for scientific uncertainty in
calculating MSY, and economic, social, and ecological factors such as those described in
paragraph (e)(3)(iv) of this se.ction. If the estimates ofMFMT and current biomass are known
with a high level of certainty and management controls can accurately limit catch to the ACT
then OY could be set closer 'o'er)' slose to MSY. To the degree that such MSY estimates and
management controls are lacking or unavailable; OY should be set farther from MSY. In order
to achieve OY in the long term, catch targets (i.e., ACT) should be set below catch limits (i.e.,
ACLs) based on the degree of management control so that average catch (or average ACT)
approximatesOY (see paragraph (£)(6) of this section). If management measures cannot
adequately control fishing mortality so that the specified OY can be achieved without
overfishing, the Council should reevaluate the management measures and specification of OY so
that the dual requirements ofNS I (preventing overfishing while achieving, on a continuing
basis, OY) are met.
(A) The amount offish that constitutes the OY should be expressed in terms of numbers
or weight offish. As a long-term average, OY cannot equal or exceed MSY.
(B) Either a range or a single value may be specified for OY. Specification of a
numerical, fixed-value OY does not preclude use of ACTs that vary with stock size or
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management precision. For example, an ACT control rule (described in paragraph (f)(6) of this
section) might prescribe a smaller ACT if there is less management precision.
(C) All catch must be counted against OY, including that resulting from bycatch,
scientific research, and all fishing activities.
(D) The OYspecification should be translatable into an annual numerical estimate for the
purposes of establishing any total allowable level of foreign fishing (TALFF) and analyzing
impacts of the management regime.
(E) The determination of OY is based on MSY, directly or through proxy. However,
even where sufficient scientific data as to the biological characteristics of the stock do not exist,
or wh"re the period of exploitation or investigation has not been long enough for adequate
understanding of stock dynamics, or where frequent large-scale fluctuations in stock size
diminish the meaningfulness of the MSY concept, OY must still be established based on the best
scientific information available.
(F) An OY established at a fishery level may not equal or exceed the sum ofthe MSY
values for each of the stocks or stock complexes within the fishery. If OY is specified at a
fishery level, the sum of the ACTs for the stocks and stock complexes in the fishery should
approximate OY.
(G) There should be a mechanism in the FMP for periodic reassessment of the OY
specification, so that it is responsive to changing circumstances in the fishery.
(H) Part of the OY may be held as a reserve to allow for factors such as uncertainties in
estimates of stock size and domestic annual harvest (DAH). If an OY reserve is established, an
adequate mechanism should be included in the FMP to permit timely release of the reserve to
domestic or foreign fishermen, if necessary.
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(vi) OYandforeignfishing. Section 201(d) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act provides that
fishing by foreign nations is limited to that portion of the OY that will not be harvested by
vessels of the United States. The FMP must include an assessment to address the following, as
required by section 303(a)(4) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act:
(A) DAH. Councils and/or the Secretary must consider the capacity of, and the extent to
which, U.S. vessels will harvest the OY on an annual basis. Estimating the amount that U.S.
fishing vessels will actually harvest is required to determine the surplus.
(B) Domestic annual processing (DAP). Each FMP must assess the capacity of U.S.
processors. It must also assess the amount ofDAP, which is the sum of two estimates: The
estimated amount of U.S. harvest that domestic processors will process, which may be based on
historical performance or on surveys of the expressed intention of manufacturers to process,
supported by evidence of contracts, plant expansion, or other relevant information; and the
estimated amount of fish that will be harvested by domestic vessels, but not processed (e.g.,
marketed as fresh whole fish, used for private consumption, or useq for bait).
(C) Joint venture processing (JVP). When DAH exceeds DAP, the surplus is available

for JVP.
(£) Acceptable biological catch, annual catch limits, and annual catch targets. The
following features (see paragraphs (£)(1) through (£)(7) of this section) of acceptable biological
catch, annual catch limits, and annual catch targets apply to stocks and stock complexes in the
fishery (see paragraph (d)(2) of this section).
(1) Introduction. A control rule is a policy for establishing a limit or target fishing level

that is based on the best available scientific information and is established by fishery managers in
consultation with fisheries scientists. Control rules should be designed so that management
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actions become more conservative as biomass estimates, or other proxies, for a stock or stock
complex decline and as science and management uncertainty increases. Paragraph (f) of this
section describes a three-step approach for setting limits and targets so as to ensure a low risk of
overfishing while achieving, on a continuing basis, Overfishing Limit: First, ABC is set below
the OFL to account for scientific uncertainty in calculating the OFL; second, ACL is set belowat
an amount not to eJ[seed the ABC; and third, ACT is set at an amount not to exceed the ACL to
account for management uncertainty in controlling a fishery's actual catch. In addition, special
care should be used in setting limits and targets and in designing control rules for species
with life-history characteristics that place them at high risk of overfishing, including but
not limited to slow growth, high longevity, late maturation, sex changing, or the presence of
aggregatory spawning behaviors. For species with complex life histories acceptable risks
should be limited to that calculated for the most vulnerable life history stage.
(2) Definitions. (i) Catch is the total quantity of fish, measured in weight or numbers of

fish, taken in commercial, recreational, subsistence, tribal, and other fisheries. Catch includes
fish that are retained for any purpose, as well as mortality of fish that are discarded or released.
This means that estimates of bycatch mortality and all other sources of fishing-related
mortality should be expressed in weight or numbers of fish and deducted from the ABC
when setting the ACL.
(ii) Acceptable biological catch (ABC) is a level of a stock or stock complex's annual
catch that accounts for the scientific uncertainty in the estimate of OFL and should be specified
based on the ABC control rule.
(iii) ABC control rule means a specified approach to setting the ABC for a stock or stock
complex as a function of the scientific uncertainty in the estimate of OFL.
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(iv) Annual catch limit (ACL) is the level of annual catch of a stock or stock complex that
serves as the basis for invoking AMs. ACL cannot equal or exceed the ABC, but should be
divided into sector-ACLs (see paragraph (£)(5) of this section).
(v) Annual catch target (ACT) is an amount of annual catch of a stock or stock complex
that is the management target of the fishery. A stock or stock complex's ACT should usually be
less than its ACL, and results from the application of the ACT control rule. Where sector-ACLs
have been established, each one should have a sector-ACT.
(vi) ACT control rule means a specified approach to setting the ACT for each stock or
stock complex such that the risk of exceeding the ACL due to management uncertainty is at an
acceptably low level.
(3) Specification ofABC. ABC may not equal or exceed OFL (see paragraph

(e)(2)(i)(D) of this section) and is fS60ffiffieHaea to be reduced from OFL to account for
scientific uncertainty in the estimate of OFL. Councils should develop a process for receiving
scientific information and advice used to establish ABC. This process should: establish an ABC
control rule, identify the body that will apply the ABC control rule (i.e., calculates' the ABC),
identify the review process that will verify the resulting ABC, and confirm that the SSC
recommends the ABC to the Council. For Secretarial FMPs or FMP amendments, agency
scientists or a p~er review process would provide the scientific advice to establish ABC. For
internationally-assessed stocks, an ABC as defined in these guidelines is not required.
(i) Expression ofABC. ABC should be expressed in terms of catch, bili may be e)[jJfessea
iH terms of laHaiHgs as 10Hg as e. .!f<stimates of bycatch and any other fishing mortality
should be expressed in weight or numbers of fish, and deducted from the Hat aeceHHted fer
in the landings are incerllerated inte thedeterminatien ffi ABC when setting the ACL.
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(ii) ABCfor overfished stocks. For overfished stocks and stock complexes, a rebuilding
ABC must be set to reflect the annual catch that is consistent with the target fishing mortality
rates in the rebuilding plan.
.(4) ABC control rule. For stocks and stock complexes required to have an ABC, each
Council must should establish an ABC control ruie based on scientific advice from its SSC. The
ABC control rule must stipulate the stock level at which fishing will be prohibited. The
process of establishing an ABC control rule could also involve science advisors or the peer
review process established under Magnuson-Stevens Act section 302(g)(l)(E). The ABC control
. rule should clearly articulate how far below the OFL, or OFL proxy, the ABC will be set based
on the level of scientific knowledge about the stock or stock complex and the scientific
uncertainty in the estimate of OFL. The ABC control rule should take into account uncertainty
in factors such as stock assessment results, time lags in updating assessments, the degree of
retrospective revision of assessment results, and projections. The control rule may be used in a
tiered approach to address different levels of scientific uncertainty.
(5) Setting the annual catch limit--(i) General. ACL cannot equal or exceed the ABC

and may be set annually or on a multiyear plan basis. A "multiyear plan" as referenced in
section 303(a)(l5) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act is a plan that establishes harvest specifications
or harvest guidelines for each year of a time period greater than I year. A multiyear plan should
include ACLs and ACTs for each year with appropriate AMs to prevent overfishing and maintain
an appropriate rate of rebuilding if the stock or stock complex is in a rebuilding plan. The AMs
specified for a multiyear plan should provide that, if an ACL is exceeded for a year, then a
subsequent year's harvest specification (including ACLs and ACTs) could be revised.
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(ii) Sector ACLs. A Council may, but is not required to, should establish sector-ACLs

by dividing the ACL among the various sectors of the fishery divide an Annual Catch Limit
into sector Annual Catch Limits. "Sector," for purposes of this section Part, means a distinct
user group to which separate management strategies and separate catch quotas apply. Examples
of sectors include the commercial sector, recreational

sect~r,

or various gear groups within a

fishery. Sector-Accountability Measures must be developed for each sector-ACL, and the sum of
sector ACLs must not exceed the stock or stock complex level ACLs. The system of ACLs and
AMs designed must be effective and equitable and protect the stock or stock complex as a whole.

tfWhere sector-ACLs and AMs are established, additional AMs at the stock or stock complex
level would also be appropriate.
(iii) ACLsfor State-Federal Fisheries. For stocks or stock complexes that have a large
maj ority of harvest in state or territorial waters, FMPs and FMP amendments should include an
ACL for the overall stock that may be further divided. For example, the overall ACL could be
divided into a federal-ACL and state-ACL. However, NMFS recognizes that federal
management would be limited to the portion of the fishery under federal authority (see paragraph
(g)(5) of this section). When stocks are co-managed by federal, state, tribal, and/or territorial
fishery managers, the goal should be to develop collaborative conservation and management
strategies, and scientific capacity to support such strategies, to prevent overfishing of shared
stocks and ensure their sustainability.

(6) ACT control rule. For stocks and stock complexes required to have an ACL, each
Council must should establish ACT control rules for setting the ACTs. The ACT control rule

must stipulate the stock level at which fishing will be prohibited. The ACT control rule
should clearly articulate how far below the ACL the target will be established based on the
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amount of management uncertainty associated with harvest of a stock or stock complex. For
example, the ACT may need to be set further below the ACL in fisheries where inseason
monitoring of catch data is unavailable or infeasible, or where AMsare established using a
multi-year averaging approach (see paragraph (g)(4) of this section).
(i) Determining management uncertainty. Two sources of management uncertainty
should be accounted for in establishing the ACT control rule: uncertainty in the ability of
managers to constrain catch to the ACT 'and uncertainty in quantifying the true catch amounts
(i.e., estimation errors). To determine the level of management uncertainty in controlling catch,
analyses should consider the implications of exceeding catch limits in terms of likely recovery

times, given life history characteristics of the species involved, as well as past management
performance in the fishery and factors such as time lags in reported catch. Such analyses should
be based on the best available scientific information from an SSC, agency scientists, or peer
review process as appropriate.
(ii) Establishing tiers and corresponding ACT control rules. Tiers can be established
based on levels of management uncertainty associated with the fishery, frequency and accuracy
of catch rnonitoring data available, and risks of exceeding the limit. An ACT control rule could
be established for each tier and have, as appropriate, different formulas and standards used to
establish the ACT.

(7) Relationships ofOFL to MSY and ACT to OY. The following (see paragraphs (f)(7)(i)
and (ii) of this section) describes the relationships between terms used in ending and preventing
overfishing and rebuilding overfished stocks and stock complexes.
(i) Relationship ofOFL to MSY. OFL is the amount of catch for a particular year that
corresponds to the estimate ofMFMT applied to a stock or stock complex's abundance, and
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MSY is the long-term average of such catches. ABC must is reeommsaded to be set below OFL
to take into account the scientific uncertainty in the estimate of OFL.
(ii) Relationship ofACT to OY. Paragraphs (a) and (e)(3) of this section define and
describe OY and the goal of preventing overfishing, while achieving on a continuing basis the
OY from each stock, stock complex, or fishery. Management measures for a fishery should, on
an annual basis, achieve the ACTs and prevent the ACLs from being exceeded. The long-term
objective is to achieve OY through annual achievement of ACT.
(g) Accountability measures. The following features (see paragraphs (g)(l) through

(~ID

of this section) of accountability measures apply to those stocks and stock complexes in the
fishery.
(I) Introduction. AMs are management controls that prevent ACLs or sector-ACLs from

being exceeded, tinseason AeeoUfltability MeasHFes), whenever possible, and correct or mitigate
overages immediately if they occur. AMs should address and minimize both the frequency and
magnitude of overages and correct the problems that caused the overage in as short a time as
possible, but no later than during the fishing year following the year in which the overage
occurred.
(2) Inseason AMs. Whenever possible, FMPs should include inseason monitoring and
management measures to prevent catch from exceeding ACLs. Inseason AMs could include, but
are not limited to, closure of a fishery; closure of specific areas; changes in gear; changes in trip
size or bag limits; reductions in effort; or other appropriate management controls for the fishery.
If final data or data components of catch are delayed, Councils should make appropriate use of
preliminary data, such as landed catch, in implementing inseason AMs. Where timely eateh data
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are available fur a steek, FMPs should include inseason closure authority to close the fishery on
or before the date when the ACL for a stock or stock complex is projected to be reached.
(3) AMs for when the ACL is exceeded. On an annual basis, the Council should
determine as soon as possible after the fishing year if an ACL was exceeded. If an ACL was
exceeded, AMs should be triggered and implemented as seen as pessible immediately to correct
the operational issue that caused the ACL overage, as well as any biological consequences to the
stock or stock complex resulting from the overage when it is known. These AMs could include,
among other things, modifications of inseason AMs or overage adjustments. fer steeks and steek
eemple),es in rebuilding plans, t The AMs should include overage adjustments that reduce the
ACLs in the next fishing year by the full amount of the overages, unless the best seientifie
info_atien available shews that a redueed everage adjustment, er ne adjustment is needed te
mitigate the effeets efthe everages. If catch exceeds the ACL more than once in the last four
years, the system of ACLs, ACTs and AMs must sheuld be re-evaluated to improve its
performance and effectiveness. Councils should set more stringent re-evaluation time frames
for species with life history characteristics that make them especially vulnerable to
overfishing, including slow growth, high longevity, late maturation, sex changing, or the

,

presence of aggregatory spawning behaviors.
(4) AMs based on multi-year average data. Some fisheries have highly variable annual
catches and lack reliable inseason or annual data on which to base AMs. If there are insufficient
data upon which to compare catch to ACL, either inseason or on an annual basis, AMs could be
based on comparisons of average catch to average ACL over a three-year moving average period
or, if supported by analysis, some other appropriate multi-year period. Evaluation of the moving
average catch to the average ACL must be conducted annually. If the average catch exceeds the
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average ACL more than once in the last four years, then the ACL, ACT and AM system should
be re-evaluated. The initial ACL and management measures should incorporate information
from previolls years so that AMs based on average ACLs can be applied from the first year.
5) Sector AMs. Sector-AMs must be developed for each Sector-ACL. The Councils
should ensure that AMs, as well as methods for data collection and analysis and catch
monitoring to determine when AMs are triggered, are equally rigorous across all sectors of
a fishery. Where AMs, data collection and analysis and catch monitoring are not equally
rigorous across all sectors, the Councils should factor in the resulting uncertainty by
reducing Sector-ACTs and Sector-ACLs for sectors that have not implemented measures
that are as robust or effective as the other sectors in the fishery.· The Councils should not
reallocate catch to a sector unless that sector has implemented AMs that are equally
rigorous or effective in adhering to the ACL as the AMs applicable to other sectors.

(6) AMsfor State-Federal Fisheries. For stocks or stock complexes that have a large
majority of harvest in state or territorial waters, AMs should be developed for the portion of the
fishery under federal authority and could include closing the EEZ when the federal portion of the
ACL is reached, or the overall stock's ACL is reached, or other measures.
(7)

Data Collection and Catch Monitoring to Implement AMs. The Councils should

determine, by sector and for the fishery as a whole, whether existing methods for
monitoring catches (including landings and discards) are sufficient to determine whether
an ACL is being approached. The Councils should provide an appropriate

tri~ger for

AMs

to prevent the ACL from being exceeded, or to correct and mitigate any overages during
the next fishing year. Where catch monitoring, data collection and analysis methods, and
enforcement mechanisms are unreliable, the Councils should propose better monitoring
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systems and account for this management uncertainty when establishing the ACT control
rule (see paragraph fO(6)(i) ofthis section).

(8) AMs based on LAPPs. Limited Access Privilege Programs have demonstrated an
ability to meet catch limits and other conservation goals while enhancing compliance, data
collection, monitoring and enforcement and achieving the goals of the other National
Standards. LAPPs are a preferred method for establishing AMs in commercial fisheries.
For each commercial fishery, Councils should evaluate and describe the potential for
implementing a LAPP to establish AMs, including an assessment of whether such a LAPP
would provide more effective AMs than other measures the Council either has in place or is
considering with respect to meeting the objectives of National Standard 1 and other
National Standards.
(h) Establishing ACL and AM mechanisms in FMPs. FMPs or FMP amendments should
establish ACL and AM mechanisms for all stocks and stock complexes in the fishery, unless
paragraph (h)(2) of this section is applicable. If a complex has multiple indicator stocks, each
indicator stock must have its own ACL; an additional ACL for the stock complex as a whole is
optional. In cases where fisheries harvest multiple indicator stocks of a single species that
cannot be distinguished at the time of capture, separate ACLs for the indicator stocks are not
required and the ACL can be established for the complex as a whole.
(1) In establishing ACL and AM mechanisms, FMPs should describe:
(i) Timeframes for setting ACLs (e.g., annually or multi-year periods);
(ii) Sector-ACLs, if any (including set-asides for research or bycatch);
(iii)AMs and their relationship to ABC and ACT control rules, including how AMs are
triggered and what sources of data will be used and how (e.g., inseason data, annual catch
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compared to the ACL, or multi-year averaging approach), the reliability of the resulting data
sources and information tracking catch and preventing the ACL from being exceeded and,
if not reliable, what additional AMs will be implemented to account for the increased
uncertainty;
(iv) Sector-AMs, if there are sector-ACLs; and
(v) Fisheries data described in paragraph (i) of this section.

(2) Exceptionsfrom ACL and AM requirements--(i) Life cycle. Section 303(a)(l5) of the
Magnuson-Stevens Act "shall not apply to a fishery for species that has a life cycle of
approximately I year unless the Secretary has detepnined the fishery is subject to overfishing of
that species" (as described in Magnuson-Stevens Act section 303 note). This exception applies
to a stock for which the average length of time it takes for an individual to produce a
reproductively active offspring is approximately I year and that the individual has only one
breeding season in its life time. While exempt from the ACL and AM requirements, FMPs or
FMP amendments for these stocks should have SDC, MSY, OY, ABC, and an ABC control rule.
(ii) International fishery agreements. Section 303(a)(l5) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act
applies "unless otherwise provided for under an international agreement in which the United
States participates" (Magnuson-Stevens Act section 303 note). This exception applies to stocks
or stock complexes subject to management under an international agreement, which is defined as
,

"any bilateral or multilateral treaty, convention, or agreement which relates to fishing and to
which the United States is a party" (see Magnuson-Stevens Act section 3(24)). These stocks
would still need to have SDC and MSY.

(3) Flexibility in application ofNS] guidelines. There are limited circumstances that may
not fit the standard approaches to specification of reference points and management measures set
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forth in these guidelines. These include, among other things, conservation and management of
ESA-listed species, harvests from aquaculture operations, and stocks with unusual life history
characteristics (e.g. Pacific salmon, where the spawning potential for a stock is spread over a
multi-year period). In these circumstances, Councils may propose alternative approaches for
satisfying the NS 1 requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act than those set forth in these
guidelines. Councils should document their rationale for any alternative approaches for these
limited circumstances in an FMP or FMP amendment, which will be reviewed for consistency
with the Magnuson-Stevens Act.
(i) Fisheries data. In their FMPs, Councils should describe general data collection
methods, as well as any specific data collection methods used for all stocks, stock complexes,
and ecosystem component species. FMPs should:
(I) List sources of fishing mortality (both landed and discarded), including commercial

and recreational catch and bycatch in other fisheries;
(2) Describe the data collection and estimation methods used to quantify total catch
mortality in each fishery, including information on the management tools used (i.e., logbooks,
vessel monitoring systems, observer programs, landings reports, fish tickets, processor reports,
dealer reports, recreational angler surveys, or other methods); the frequency with which data are
collected and updated; and the scope of sampling coverage for each fishery; and
(3) Describe the methods used to compile catch data from various catch data collection
methods and how those data are used to detennine the relationship between total catch at a given
point in time and the ACL for stocks and stock complexes that are part of a fishery.
(4)

Describe how data collection and analysis and catch monitoring methods

employed across each sector of the fishery will ensure that AMs are triggered so as to
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prevent the ACL from being exceeded, or to correct and mitigate any overages if they
occur.
(j) Council actions to address overjishing and rebuilding for stocks and stock complexes
in the jishery--(l) Notification. The Secretary will immediately notify a Council whenever it is

determined that:
(i) Overfishing is occurring;
(ii) A stock or stock complex is overfished; .
(iii) A stock or stock complex is approaching an overfished condition; or
(iv) Existing remedial action taken for the purpose of ending previously identified
overfishing or rebuilding a previously identified overfished stock or stock complex has not
resulted in adequate progress.
(2) Timing ofactions--(i) If a stock or stock complex is undergoing overjishing. FMPs or

FMP amendments should establish ACL and AM mechanisms in 20 I0, for stocks and stock
complexes determined to be subject to overfishing, and in 20 II, for all other stocks and stock
complexes (see paragraph (b)(2)(iii) of this section). To address practical implementation
aspects oftheFMP and FMP amendment process, paragraphs (j)(2)(i)(A) through (C) of this
section clarifies the expected timing of actions.
(A) In addition to establishing ACL and AM mechanisms, the ACLs and AMs
themselves should be specified in FMPs, FMP amendments, implementing regulations, or annual
specifications beginning in 2010 or 2011, as appropriate.
(B) For stocks and stock complexes still determined to be subject to overfishing at the
end of2008, ACL and AM mechanisms and the ACLs and AMs themselves should be effective
in fishing year 20 I O.
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(C) For stocks and stock complexes determined to be subject to overfishing.during 2009,
ACL and AM mechanisms and ACLs and AMs themselves should be effective in fishing year
201{), if possible, or in fishing year 2011, at the latest.
(ii) If a stock or stock complex is overfished or approaching an overfished condition. (A)
For notifications that a stock or stock complex is overfished or approaching an overfished
condition made before July 12,2009, a Council must prepare an FMP, FMP amendment, or
proposed regulations within one year of notification. If the stock or stock complex is overfished,
the purpose of the action is to specify a time period for ending overfishing and rebuilding the
stock or stock complex that will be as short as possible as described under section 304(e) of the
Magnuson-Stevens Act. If the stock or stock complex is approaching an overfished condition,
the purpose of the action is to prevent the biomass from declining below the MSST.
(B) For notifications that a stock or stock complex is overfished made after July 12,2009,
. a Council must prepare an FMP, FMP amendment, or proposed regulations within two years of
notification. Council actions should be submitted for Secretarial review within 15 months of
notification to ensure sufficient time for the Secretary to implement the measures, if approved. If
the stock or stock complex is overfished and overfishing is occurring, the rebuilding plan must
end overfishing immediately and be consistent with ACL and AM requirements of the
Magnsuon-Stevens Act.
(C) For notifications that a stock or stock complex is approaching an overfished condition

made after July 12, 2009, a Council should take immediate action to reduce the likelihood that
the stock or stock complex will become overfished. Otherwise, the stock or stock complex
would likely be overfished by the time the two-year timeline to implement management
measures expired.
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(3) Overjishedjishery. (i) Where a stock or stock complex is overfished, a Council must
specify a time period for rebuilding the stock or stock complex based on factors specified in
Magnuson-Stevens Act section 304(e)(4). This taTget time for rebuilding ~Ttarget ) shall be as
short as possible, taking into account: the status and biology of any overfished stock, the needs of
fishing communities, recommendations by international organizations in which the U.S.
participates, and interaction of the stock within the maTine ecosystem. In addition, the time
period shall not exceed 10 years, except where biology of the stock, other environmental
conditions, or management measures under an international agreement to which the U.S.
participates dictate otherwise, SSCs (or agency scientists or peer review processes in the case of
Secretarial actions) shall provide recommendations for achieving rebuilding targets (see
Magnuson-Stevens Act section 302(g)(I)(B)). The above factors enter into the specification of
Ttarget as follows:
(A) The "minimum time for rebuilding a stock" (Tmin) means the amount of time the

stock or stock complex is expected to take to rebuild to its MSY biomass level in the absence of
any fishing mortality. In this context, the term "expected" means to have at least a 50-percent
probability of attaining the Bmsy .
(B) For scenarios under paragraph U)(2)(ii)(A) ofthis section, the starting year for the
Tmin calculation is the first year that a rebuilding plan is implemented. For scenaTios under
paragraph (j)(2)(ii)(B) of this section, the starting year for the Tmin calculation is 2 years after
notification that a stock or stock complex is overfished or the first year that a rebuilding plan is
implemented, whichever is sooner.
(C) If Tm;n for the stock sr stsel, semple), is 10 years or less, then the maximum time·

allowable for rebuilding (Tmax) that stock to its Bmsy is 10 years. Rebuilding timeframes can only
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be extended above T min in cases where unusually severe impacts on fishing communities can be
demonstrated, and where biological and ecological implications are minimal.
(D) If Tm;n for the stock or stoek eOffijJlex exceeds 10 years, then the maximum time
allowable for rebuilding a stock or stoek eOffijJle)[ to its B msy is Tmin plus the length of time
associated with one generation time for that stock or stoek eOffijJle)[. "Generation time" is the
average length oftime between when an individual is born and the birth of its offspring.
Rebuilding timeframes can only be extended above T min in cases where unusually severe impacts
on fishing communities can be demonstrated, and where biological and ecological implications
are minimal.
(E) Ttarget shall not exceed Tmax, should generally be less than T rna" and should be
calculated based on the factors described in this paragraph G)(3) with a priority given to
rebuilding in as short a time as possible.
(F) Rebuilding times adopted for stock complexes must not be used to delay
recovery of complex member species.
(ii) If a stock or stock complex reached the end of its rebuilding plan period and has not
yet been determined to be rebuilt, then the rebuilding F should not be increased until the stock or
stock complex has been demonstrated to be rebuilt. If the rebuilding plan was based on a Ttaro et
•

.

.

,

0

that was less than T max , and the stock or stock complex is not rebuilt by Ttargeb rebuilding
measures should be revised, if necessary, such that the stock or stock complex will be rebuilt by
Tmax. If the stock or stock complex has not rebuilt by Tmax, and the rebuilding F is greater than
75 percent ofMFMT, then the rebuilding F should be reduced to no more than 75 percent of
MFMT until the stock or stock complex has been demonstrated to be rebuilt.
(iii) Council action addressing an overfished fishery must allocate both overfishing
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restrictions and recovery benefits fairly and equitably among sectors of the fishery.
(iv) For fisheries managed under an international agreement, Council action addressing
an overfished fishery must reflect traditional participation in the fishery, relative to other
nations, by fishermen of the United States.
(4) Emergency actions and interim measures. The Secretary, on his/her own initiative or
in response to a Council request, may implement interim measures to reduce overfishing or
promulgate regulations to.address an emergency (Magnuson-Stevens Act section 304(e)(6) or
305(c)). In considering a Council request for action, the Secretary would consider, among other
things, the need for and urgency of the action and public interest considerations, such as benefits
to the stock or stock complex and impacts on participants in the fishery.
(i) These measures may remain in effect for not more than 180 days, but may be extended
for an additional 186 days if the public has had an opportunity to comment on the measures and,
in the case of Council-recommended measures, the Council is actively preparing an FMP, FMP
amendment, or proposed regulations to address the emergency or overfishing on a permanent
basis.
(ii) Often, these measures need to be implemented without prior notice and an
opportunity fol' public comment, as it would be impracticable to provide for such processes given
the need to act quickly and also contrary to the public interest to delay action. However,
emergency regulations and interim measures that do not qualify for waivers or exceptions under
the Administrative Procedure Act would need to follow proposed notice and comment
rulemaking procedures.
(k) International overjishing. If the Secretary determines that a fishery is overfished or
approaching a condition of being overfished due to excessive international fishing pressure, and
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for which there are no management measures (or no effective measures) to end overfishing under
an international agreement to which the United States is a party, then the Secretary and/or the
appropriate Council shall take certain actions as provided under Magnuson-Stevens Act section
304(i). The Secretary, in cooperation with the Secretary of State, should immediately take
appropriate action at the international level to end the overfishing. In addition, within one year
after the determination, the Secretary and/or appropriate Council shall:
(l) Develop recommendations for domestic regulations to address the relative impact of
the U.S. fishing vessels on the stock. Council recommendations should be submitted to the
Secretary.
(2) Develop and submit recommendations to the Secretary of State, and to the Congress,
. for international actions that will end overfishing in the fishery and rebuild the affected stocks,
taking into account the relative impact of vessels of other nations and vessels of the United States
on the relevant stock. Councils should, in consultation with the Secretary, develop
recommendations that take into consideration relevant provisions of the Magnuson-Stevens Act
and NS I guidelines, including section 304(e) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act and paragraph
G)(3)(iv) of this section, and other applicable laws. For highly migratory species in the Pacific,
recommendations from the Western Pacific, North Pacific, or Pacific Councils must be
developed and submitted consistent with Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act section 503(f),
as appropriate.

(3) Considerations for assessing "relative impact." "Relative impact" under paragraphs
(k)(l) and (2) of this section may include consideration offactors that include, but are not limited
to: domestic and international management measures already in place, management history of a
given nation, estimates of a nation's landings or catch (including bycatch) in a given fishery, and
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estimates of a nation's mortality contributions in a given fishery. Information used to determine
relative impact should be based upon the best available scientific information.
(I) Relationship ofNational Standard 1 to other national standards--(l) National

Standard 2 (see§ 600.315). Management measures and reference points to implement NSI must
be based on the best scientific information available. When data are insufficient to estimate
reference points directly, Councils should develop reasonable proxies to the extent possible (also
see paragraph (e)(l)(iv) of this section). In cases where scientific data are severely limited,
effort should also be directed to identifYing and gathering the needed data. SSCs should advise
their Councils regarding the best scientific information available for fishery management
decisions.
(2) National Standard 3 (see § 600.320). Reference points should generally be specified
in terms of the level of stock aggregation for which the best scientific information is available
(also see paragraph (e)(l)(iii) of this section). Also, scientific assessments should be based on
the best information about the total range of the stock and potential biological structuring ofthe
. stock into biological sub-units, which may differ from the geographic units on which
management is feasible.
(3) National Standard 6 (see § 600.335). Councils must build into the reference points
and control rules appropriate consideration of risk, taking into account uncertainties in estimating
harvest, stock conditions, life history parameters, or the effects of environmental factors.
(4) National Standard 8 (see § 600.345). Councils must take into account the importance
of fishery resources to fishing communities when specifying OY and an ACT control rule. Also,
see. paragraph (e)(3)(iv)(A) of this section for more information on how factors that relate to
fishing communities should be considered when reducing OY from MSY.
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(5) National Standard 9 (see § 600.350). Evaluation of stock status with respect to
reference points must take into account mortality caused by bycatch. In addition, the estimation
of catch should include the mortality of fish that are discarded.
(m) Exceptions to requirements to prevent overfishing. Exceptions to the requirement to
prevent overfishing could apply under certain limited circumstances. Harvesting one stock at its
optjmum level may result in overfishing of another stock when the two stocks tend to be caught
together (This can occur when the two stocks are part of the same fishery or if one is bycatch in
the other's fishery). Before a Council may decide to allow this type of overfishing, an analysis
must be performed and the analysis must contain a justification in terms of overall benefits,
including a comparison of benefits under alternative management measures, and an analysis of
the risk of any stock or stock complex falling below its MSST. The Council may decide to allow
this type of overfishing if the analysis demonstrates that all of the following conditions are
satisfied:
(I) Such action will result in long-term net benefits to the Nation;

(2) Mitigatingmeasures have been considered and it has been demonstrated that a similar
level of long-term net benefits cannot be achieved by modifying fleet behavior, gear
selection/configuration, or other technical characteristic in a manner such that no overfishing
would occur; and
(3) The resulting rate of fishing mortality will not cause any stock or stock complex to
fall below its MSST more than 50 percent of the time in the long term, although it is recognized
that persistent overfishing is expected to cause the affected stock to fall below its B msy more than
50 percent of the time in the long term.
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Letters from Gulf ofMexico Fishermen to Gulf of
Mexico Fishery Management Council, Dated August

11,2008

August 11, 2008
Dr. Torn McIlwain
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
3018 U. S. Highway 301 North
Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33610-2266
RE: Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper Advisory Panel
Dear Dr. McIlwain,
The federal recreational red snapper season ended last week, the shortest season on record. The
early closure, compounded by the slowing economy, has served to undercut a once profitable for
hire business. There is little we can do to solve the economic woes of our nation, but we are fully
engaged iIi trying to save our fisheries, our livelih00ds and our communities.
Our industry continues to struggle under ~ decreasing TAC and rules and regulations which have
only worsened over time. Local economies heavily dependent on our industry are now suffering.
We know the problems facing our industry are complex and confusing but we all agree on one
point: the current fishery management plan is not working.
Congress has finally stepped in and mandated new accountability ineasures to be implemented in
aU overfished species by 2010. This is both a significant deadline as well as an opportunity to
make some needed improvements. Now is the time to begin a new direction and accept ideas that
can protect our fisheries for generations to come. The consequences of inaction mean longer
rebuilding timelines, less time onthe water for those of us who love to fish, and lost economic
potential for our region.
At this Council meeting you will hear a brief report on a few options considered by the Ad Hoc
Recreational Advisory Panel for improving recreational management. In the end, the solution
might be one of these ideas, a combination of these ideas or it might even be something the panel
hasn't thought of yet. We need accountability and it is critical that we have better catch data.
One place to start could be to begin working on verifiable electronic logbooks for the for-hire
industry. We urge you, the members ofthe Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council, to
take this opportunity to advance common-sense principles like better scientific data,
accountability and flexibility to move from the status quo towards better recreational management
soon. With so much at stake, how can we do otherwise?
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August II, 2008
Dr. Tom McIlwain
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
3018 U.S"Highway 301 North
Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33610-2266
RE: Interim Report ofthe Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper Advisory Panel
Dear Dr. McIlwain,
The federal recreational red snapper season ended last week, the shortest season on record. The
early closure, compounded by the slowing economy, has served to undercut a once profitable for
hire business. There is little we can do to solve the economic woes of our nation, but we are fully
engaged in trying to save our fisheries, our livelihoods and our communities.
Our industry continues to struggle under a decreasing TAe and rules and regulations which have
only worsened over tim,e. Local economies heavily dependent on our industry are now suffering.
We know the problems facing our industry are complex and confusing but we all agree on one
point: the current fishery management plan is not working.
Congress has finally stepped in and mandated new accountability measures to be implemented in
all overfished species by 2010. This is both a significant deadline as well as an opportnnity to
make some needed improvements. Now is the time to begin a new direction and accept ideas that
can protect our fisheries for generations to come. The consequences of inaction mean longer
rebuilding timelines, less time on the water for those of us who love to fish. and lost economic
potential for our region.
At this Council meeting you wiU hear a brief report on a few options considered by the Ad Hoc
Recreational Advisory Panel for improving recreational management. In the end, the solution
might be one oftheie ideas, combination ofthese ideas or it might even be something the panel
hasn't thought ofyet. We need accountability and it is critical that we have better catch data.
One place to start could be to begin working on verifiable electronic logbooks for the for-hire
industry. We urge you, the members ofthe GulfofMexicQ Fishery Management Counci~ to
take this opportnnity to advance common-sense principles like better scientific data,
accountability and flexibility to move from the status quo towards better recreational management
soon. With so much at stake, how can we do otherwise?
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August 11, 2008
Dr. Tom Mcnwain
Gulf ofMexico Fishery Management Council
3018 U.S. Highway 301 North
Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33610-22<5<5
RE: Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper Advisory Panel
Dear Dr. McIlwain,
The federal recreational red snapper season ended last week, the shortest season on record. The
early closure, compounded by the slowing economy, has served to undercut a once profitable for
hire business. There is little we can do to solve the economic woes of our nation., out we are fully
engaged in trying to save our fisheries, our livelihoods and our communities.
Our industry continues to struggle under a decreasing TAC and rules and regulations which have
only worsened over time. Local economies heavily dependent on our industryare now suffering.
We know the problems facing our industry are complex and confusing but we all agree on one
point: the CUrrent fishery manag~ment plan is not working.
Congress has finally stepped in and mandated new accountability measures to be implemented in
all overfished species by 2010. This is both a significant deadline as well as an opportunity to
make some needed improvements. Now is the time to begin a new direction and accept ideas that
can protect our fisheries for, generations to come. The consequences of inaction mean longer
rebuilding timelines, less time on the water for those of us who love to fish, and lost economic
potential for our region.
At this Council meeting you will hear a brief report on a few options considered by the Ad Hoc
Recreational Advisory Panel for improving recreational nlanagement. In the end, the solution
might be one of these ideas, a combination of these ideas or it might even be something the panel
hasn't thought of yet. We need accountability and it is critical that we have better catch data.
One place to start could be to begin working on verifiable electronic logbooks for the for-hire
industry. We urge you, the members ofthe Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council, to
take this opportunity to advance common-sense principles like better scientific data,
accountability and flexibility to move from the status quo towards better recreational management
soon. With so much at stake, how can we do otherwise?
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August II, 2008
Dr. Tom Mcilwain
Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
3018 U.S. Highway301 North
Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33610-2266
RE: Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper Advisory Panel
Dear Dr. McIlwain,
The federal recreational red snapper season ended last week, the shortest season on record. The
early closure, compounded by the slowing economy, has served-to undercut a once profitable for
hire business. There is little we can do to solve the economic woes of our nation, but we are fully
engaged in trying to save our fisheries, our livelihoods and our communities.
Our industry continues to struggle under a decreasing TAC and rules and regulations which have
only worsened over time. Local economies heavily dependent on our industry are now suffering.
We know the problems facing our industry are complex and confUsing but we all agree on one
point: the current fishery management plan is not working.
Congress has finally stepped in and mandated new accountability measures to be implemented in
all overfished species by 2010. This is both a significant deadline as well as an opportunity to
make some needed improvements. Now is the time to begin a new direction and accept ideas that
can protect our fisheries for generations to come. The consequences of inaction mean longer
rebuilding timelines, less time on the water for tbose of us who loveto fish, and lost economic
poteptial for our region.
At this Council meeting you will hear a brief report on a few options considered by the Ad Hoc
Recreational Advisory Panel for improving recreational management. In the end, the solution
might be one ofthese ideas, a combination ofthese ideas or it might even be something tbe panel
hasn't thought ofyet. We need accountability an';! it is critical that we have better catch data.
One place to start could be to begin working on verifiable electronic logbooks for the for-hire
industry. We urge you, the members of the GulfofMexico Fishery Management Council, to
take this opportunity to advance common-sense principles like better scientific data,
accountability and flexibility to move from the status quo towards better recreational management
soon. With so much at stake, how can we do otherwise?
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August 11,2008
Dr. Tom McIlwain
Gulf of Mexico FishelY Management Council
3018 U.S. Highway 301 North
Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33610-2266
RE: Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Recreational Red Snapper Advisory Panel
Dear Dr. McIlwain,
The federal recreational red snapper season ended last week, one of the shortest seasons on
record. The early closure, compounded by the slowing economy, has served to undercut a once
profitable for-hire bnsiness. ,There is little we can do to solve the economic woes of our nation.
However, we are fully engaged in trying to save our fisheries, our livelihoods and our
communities. Our industry continues to struggle under a decreasing TAC and confounding rules
and regulations which ha:ve only worsened over time. Local economies heavily dependent on
our industry are now suffering. We know the problems facing our industry are complex and
convoluted but we all agree on one point: this fishery management plan is not working.
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Congress has finally stepped in and mandated new accountability measures to be implemented in
all overfished species by 2010. This is both a significant deadline as well as an opportunity to
make some needed improvements. Now is the time to begin a new direction and accept ideas
that can protect our fisheries for generations to come. The consequences of inaction mean longer
rebuilding timelines, less time on the water for those ofus who love to fish, and lost economic
potential for our region.
At this Council meeting you will hear a briefreport on a few options considered by the Ad Hoc
Recreational Advisory Panel for improving recreational management. In the end, the solution
might be one of these ideas, a (;Ombination of these ideas or it might even be something the panel
hasn't even thought of yet. We urge you, and the members of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery
Management Council, to take this opportunity to advance common-sense principles like
flexibility, better data and accountability to move from the status quo towards better recreational
mana:fyt With so muc~,at stake, how can we do otherwise?
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